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EMPIRICAL STUDY OF SUBAURORAL POLARIZATION STREAMS (SAPS) 
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Russell Landry, PhD 
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2018 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professor:  Phillip C. Anderson 
 
 
 
 
Subauroral Polarization Streams (SAPS) are a phenomenon characterized by westward ion drifts 

driven by poleward electric fields in the subauroral ionosphere associated with field-aligned 

currents (FACs) generated by magnetospheric processes. In this dissertation, we have studied 

SAPS by analyzing the statistics of in-situ measurements of the subauroral ionosphere made by 

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2) 

satellites. We have used these measurements to develop an empirical model of subauroral 

electric fields which is oriented relative to particle precipitation boundaries instead of by 

geomagnetic coordinates. This was done through the use of an auroral boundary model that we 

have developed to extrapolate the equatorward boundary identified at one local time to all others, 

which outperforms previous models for that purpose. We have investigated the correlations of 

the SAPS model with magnetometer derived indices which track magnetic activity, as well as 

variations with season, hemisphere, interplanetary magnetic field parameters, and solar flux. A 

geomagnetic storm SAPS model is also presented, as well as the statistical variation of SAPS 

during substorms. Along with the qualitative results the statistics have revealed, the models 
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allow for a more realistic SAPS electric field to be incorporated into a global convection model 

to study the effects of SAPS on the thermosphere and plasmasphere.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Interplanetary Magnetic Field and the Earth’s Magnetosphere 

The solar wind is a supersonic flow of plasma from the Sun’s corona which expands outward 

into interplanetary space first modeled and described by Chapman and Ferraro [1931]. The 

Sun’s magnetic field is dragged along with the solar wind, producing the interplanetary magnetic 

field (IMF) [Gold, 1959], and the cavity in the IMF caused by Earth’s magnetic field is called the 

Earth’s magnetosphere. The IMF close to the Earth’s orbit has a magnitude on the order of a few 

nT, embedded in a solar wind with a velocity typically between 200-800 km/s, and an 

approximately equal ion and electron density (plasma density) between 3 and 10 cm-3.  

 

The IMF is said to be “frozen in” to the solar wind due to the very large electrical conductivity. 

The magnetic field evolves as if the field lines were physically embedded in the plasma and 

move with the same velocity. This concept comes from the following considerations. Maxwell’s 

equations, 

 

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 = −∇×𝑬,	 (1.1)	

∇×𝑩 = 𝜇+𝑱 + 𝜇+𝜀+
𝜕𝑬
𝜕𝑡 ,	

(1.2)	
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describe the relationship between the electric field 𝑬, magnetic field 𝑩, and current density 𝑱. If 

the displacement current is assumed to be negligible, these equations can be combined with 

Ohm’s law,  

 

𝑱 = 𝜎 𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩 ,	 (1.3)	

 

where 𝒗 is the plasma velocity and 𝜎	is the electrical conductivity, to yield:  

 

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 = ∇× 𝒗×𝑩 +

∇2𝑩
𝜎𝜇+

.	 (1.4)	

 

The second term in Eq. (1.4) is simply a diffusion term with the diffusion coefficient	 4
567

. For 

durations of time which are less than a characteristic timescale 𝜏 = 𝜎𝜇+𝐿2, where L is the 

characteristic length scale of the plasma, the second term can be ignored and Eq. (1.4) is reduced 

to  

 

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 = ∇× 𝒗×𝑩 .	 (1.5)	

 

Following Stern [1966], a velocity field is said to be “flux preserving” if the magnetic flux	𝛷 

through an arbitrary closed contour moving with the plasma is conserved. The time variation of 

the magnetic field over a differential time dt changes the magnetic flux through some surface dA 

by  
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𝑑𝛷 =
𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑨	𝑑𝑡	

(1.6)	

	 	

and the change in the surface area dA enclosed by a contour moving with the plasma will change 

the magnetic flux through that surface by 

 

𝑑𝛷 = 𝑩 ∙ (𝒗×𝑑𝒍) 𝑑𝑡.	 (1.7)	

	 	

Therefore, the change in magnetic flux through the surface dA moving with the plasma velocity 

field is 

 

𝑑𝛷
𝑑𝑡 =

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 − ∇× 𝒗×𝑩 ∙ 𝑑𝑨.	 (1.8)	

 

Because the enclosing contour is arbitrary, the velocity field is flux conserving when  

 

𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 − ∇× 𝒗×𝑩 = 0.	 (1.9)	

 

A velocity field is “line preserving” if two particles moving with the velocity field v connected 

by a single magnetic field line will continue to be connected by a field line at all later times. The 

general condition for a line preserving velocity field is 
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𝑩×
𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡 − ∇×(𝒗×𝑩) = 𝟎.	 (1.10)	

 

Note that a flux preserving velocity field is necessarily line preserving. Using Faraday’s Law, 

C𝑩
CD
= −∇×𝑬, the condition for flux preservation (Eq. 1.9) can be rewritten as:  

 

∇× 𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩 = 𝟎.	 (1.11)	

 

In the limit of infinite conductivity Eq. (1.3) is reduced to the “frozen-in” condition:  

 

𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩 = 0,	 (1.12)	

 

Thus, any velocity field of an infinitely conductive plasma satisfying Eq. (1.12) is flux 

preserving and line preserving. The velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field for 

Eq. (1.12) is called the “E-cross-B” or “crossed-field” drift velocity:  

 

𝒗𝑩 = 𝑬×𝑩/𝐵2.	 (1.13)	

 

The magnetic field lines may also be considered to move with any velocity field which is flux 

preserving (i.e., satisfies Eq. 1.9). Doing so results in an evolution of the magnetic flux and field 

direction consistent with Maxwell’s equations [Vasyliunas, 1972; Mozer, 2005]. This is because 

line preservation ensures that the moving field lines will continue to be tangential to the 
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magnetic field. Flux preservation requires that an arbitrary closed contour C, moving with v, 

continues to contain the same magnetic flux. If C encloses a set of moving magnetic field lines, 

moving under the same velocity field v, C will continue to enclose that same set of field lines, 

ensuring that those moving magnetic field lines continue to have a field line density proportional 

to the magnetic field strength [Newcomb, 1958]. This means that under the frozen-in condition of 

infinite conductivity both the plasma and magnetic field lines can be considered to move with the 

plasma drift velocity 𝒗𝑩 (Eq. 1.13). Although magnetic field lines and their motion are useful for 

visualizing and communicating the magnetic field topology and evolution, they are ultimately 

unphysical. In fact, there will be multiple velocity fields which satisfy Eq. (1.9).  

 

Vasyliunas [1972] showed that the contribution of an isotropic ion pressure gradient to the 

generalized Ohm’s law results in a plasma velocity field which is no longer the crossed-field 

drift velocity 𝒗𝑩 (Eq. 1.13). The “frozen-in” condition is no longer met but the plasma drift 

velocity field is still flux and line preserving. If the ion pressure is anisotropic, the velocity field 

is no longer flux preserving, but line preservation is still maintained. The “frozen-in” condition is 

appropriate for the solar wind and many regions of the magnetosphere, but an Ohm’s law which 

takes into account an anisotropic ion pressure would be more accurate for the inner 

magnetosphere containing the plasmasphere, ring current, and inner plasmasheet. 

 

It is within this context that we can say the IMF field lines are “stretched” along with the solar 

wind as it moves away from the Sun. As the solar wind approaches the Earth it interacts with the 

Earth’s magnetic field through the frozen-in IMF. The solar wind is not able to penetrate the 
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geomagnetic field due to the high conductivity, similar to how the IMF field lines are dragged 

along with the solar wind. If the plasma is fixed to magnetic field lines and vice versa, two 

previously separated flux tubes of “frozen-in” plasma cannot overlap or “mix” at any later times, 

just as magnetic field lines cannot intersect (except at locations where the magnetic field is 0). 

The solar wind is “frozen out” of the geomagnetic field. The resulting magnetic cavity in the 

IMF is called the Earth’s magnetosphere and the boundary between the two regions is called the 

magnetopause. Although the distance of the magnetopause from the Earth is complicated by 

currents which are produced along the boundary and currents into the magnetosphere and 

ionosphere [Siscoe et al., 2005], a rough estimate can be obtained by balancing the 

magnetosphere’s magnetic pressure with the solar wind dynamic pressure. This gives a radius of 

about 10RE, where RE is the radius of the Earth, which roughly agrees with observations 

[Pulkkinen et al., 2007].  

 

The orientation and strength of the IMF, and the solar wind carrying it, can evolve rapidly with 

time. IMF sectors will varyingly contain a magnetic field which is directed towards and away 

from the Sun, as well as aligned or anti-aligned with the Earth’s dipole magnetic field, which is 

caused by the rotation of the solar corona [Holzer, 1979]. Coronal mass ejections are large 

ejections of solar plasma associated with solar activity and large scale disturbances in the Sun’s 

coronal magnetic field which, when encountered by the Earth, can greatly magnify the solar 

wind pressure exerted on the magnetosphere. 
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1.2 Magnetospheric Convection 

Magnetic reconnection is a phenomenon in which a change in magnetic topology converts 

magnetic energy into thermal and kinetic energy (see Figure 1.1). Within small enough length 

scales the diffusion term in Eq. (1.4) facilitates the connection of previously unconnected 

magnetic field lines, such as northward geomagnetic field lines near the magnetopause and 

southward IMF field lines. Dungey [1961] detailed a mechanism, now called the Dungey cycle, 

by which IMF field lines were merged with geomagnetic field lines on the sunward side of the 

magnetosphere, which opens new field lines from the Earth to the IMF which were previously 

closed within the magnetosphere, as shown in Figure 1.2. Due to the negligible conductivity 

parallel with magnetic field lines in this region the magnetic field lines are effectively lines of 

equipotential, which facilitates the communication of the electric field in the solar wind down the 

newly opened field lines to the E region ionosphere and drives an ExB plasma drift (Eq. 1.13) in 

the same orientation as the solar wind. The magnetic field lines and the frozen-in magnetospheric 

plasma are swept over the poles towards the antisunward region of the magnetosphere, or the 

 
Figure 1.1. Illustration of magnetic reconnection. Plasma and magnetic field lines (Bi) of 
opposite direction are driven towards the diffusion region with velocity Ui, while plasma and 
field lines (Bo) leave the diffusion region with velocity Uo [Kivelson and Russell, 1995] 
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“nightside” magnetosphere, which is called the magnetotail. Eventually reconnection in the 

magnetotail closes those field lines once again which facilitates the convection of plasma back 

towards the Earth. Note that although a viscous interaction between the edge of the 

magnetosphere and the solar wind can similarly produce antisunward convection [Axford and 

Hines, 1961], and may be significant to the less pronounced and more complicated convection 

pattern observed during times of northward IMF, it is not as significant a process driving 

geomagnetic activity as magnetic reconnection during periods of southward IMF.  

 

“Geomagnetic storms” are defined by large disturbances in the geomagnetic field as observed by 

magnetometer stations at middle to low latitudes caused by inner magnetospheric currents 

associated with enhanced plasma convection. This enhanced convection is ultimately driven by 

changes in the solar wind, such as those caused by a coronal mass ejection, in which 

enhancements of the solar wind dynamic pressure compress the magnetosphere and increase the 

amount of energy injected into the magnetosphere. The storm strength is typically measured by 

 
Figure 1.2. Magnetic reconnection in the magnetosphere and the resulting plasma flow. North 
is towards the top of the figure, and the Sun is towards the left. [Dungey, 1961] 
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the Dst index. This index is an average of the horizontal deflection of the geomagnetic field due 

to currents in the inner magnetosphere measured by magnetometer stations at low enough 

latitudes to avoid the effects of auroral ionospheric electrojets and at high enough latitudes to 

avoid equatorial electrojets. 

 

During the “main phase” of a geomagnetic storm there is sustained geomagnetic activity (Dst < -

30 nT) for about a day before a “recovery phase” where conditions return to normal (see 

Gonzalez et al. [1994] and references therein) over the next few days. Often the main phase may 

be preceded by a “storm sudden commencement” in which there is a rapid increase in the Dst 

index of tens of nT resulting from an initial compression of the magnetosphere [Araki., 1994]. 

Storm gradual commencements are associated with fast/slow stream interfaces [Akasofu, 1965] 

and do not have a sudden commencement signature. 

  

The cycle of plasma flow through the magnetosphere can be observed in the ionosphere where 

the electric fields supporting this convection drive currents in a twin-cell convection pattern. The 

force balance for ions in the ionosphere, where the neutral density is large enough for neutral 

drag to be significant, is given by:  

 

𝑒 𝑬 + 𝑽𝒊×𝑩 = 𝑚K𝜈KM𝑽𝒊,	 (1.14)	

 

where mi and Vi are the ion mass and velocity in the reference frame moving with the neutral 

atmosphere, which approximately co-rotates with the Earth, and 𝜈KM is the ion-neutral collision 
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frequency. Here the ions are assumed to all be singly ionized for simplicity. Following Cowley 

[2000], the solution to this force balance equation in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic 

field is 

 

𝑉KO =
1

1 + 𝜈KM
ΩK

2
𝑬×𝑩
𝐵2 +

𝜈KM
ΩK

𝑬
𝐵 	 (1.15)	

 

where ΩK = 𝑒𝐵/𝑚K is the ion gyrofrequency, or the frequency with which the ions will revolve 

around a magnetic field line due to the Lorentz force. The ion-neutral collision frequency varies 

rapidly with decreasing densities at higher altitudes, with 𝜈KM = ΩK being reached at ~125 km. 

Below this height ion drifts in the ExB direction are diminished while drifts in the E direction are 

enhanced. A similar equation to Eq. (1.15) can be expressed for ionospheric electrons, however 

the analogous ratio 𝜈RM/ΩR is negligible throughout the ionosphere, which loses any appreciable 

plasma density before reaching altitudes low enough for electron-neutral drag to be substantial. 

The result is that electrons largely ExB drift in the ionosphere at altitudes of ~100km while ions 

will have a component parallel with E. The convection electric field communicated along 

magnetic field lines into the ionosphere can then drive what are known as Hall currents in the 

–𝑬𝑥𝑩 direction and Pederson currents parallel to E, due to the differential velocity of the ions 

and electrons, with varying magnitudes depending on the altitude. Note that the reverse direction 

of the Hall current is due to electrons and ions having the same ExB drift velocities but opposite 

responses to the E field alone, represented in an electron drift equation analogous to Eq. (1.15) in 
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which ΩR = −𝑒𝐵/𝑚R. The effective JxB force experienced by the ionospheric plasma is then 

balanced by neutral drag, which can heat up the neutral atmosphere and drive neutral winds.  

 

The electric fields which drive the Dungey cycle also drive ExB drifts in the upper F region of 

the ionosphere, which is shown in Figure 1.3. Plasma frozen into open field lines connecting to 

the IMF is flowing antisunward over the polar caps, and then returning at lower latitudes after 

the field lines reconnect in the tail. The convection electric field in the ionosphere is dawn-to-

dusk over the poles where field lines are convecting antisunward, and dusk-to-dawn in the return 

convection over the auroral zone. At lower altitudes, in the E region of the ionosphere, Hall 

currents flow along this two-cell convection pattern in the opposite direction of the F region 

plasma flow.  

 
Figure 1.3. Local time polar view of magnetospheric convection mapped into the ionosphere. 
Up is sunward and right is dawnward. Solid arrows show the plasma flow with shorter arrows 
in the direction of the convection associated electric field. The circled dots and circled crosses 
indicate currents out of and into the ionosphere respectively [Cowley, 2000]. 
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Due to the divergence of the Pederson currents in the surface perpendicular to the magnetic field, 

FACs travel into and out of the ionosphere along magnetic field lines. Region 1 FACs fed by 

Pederson currents flowing over the pole along the convection electric field travel along field 

lines near the boundary of open and closed field lines, as shown in Figure 1.3. These field lines 

map out close to the magnetopause. Region 2 FACs flow along field lines in the auroral zone 

which map out to the region in the magnetosphere where there is return convection known as the 

plasmasheet. 

 

An important result of plasma convection on the ionospheric plasma density is the development 

of a “mid-latitude trough” in the F-region ionosphere as demonstrated in the diagram in Figure 

1.4. The plasma in the ionosphere is not just experiencing a convection electric field but also a 

“co-rotation” electric field. The plasma in the ionosphere is co-rotating with the Earth due to 

 

Figure 1.4. Diagram of the location of the mid-latitude trough with respect to plasma 
convection patterns. The competing co-rotation and convection electric fields result in slower 
drift velocities for return convection in the premidnight region [Moffett and Quegan, 1983]. 
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neutral atmospheric drag. This requires an electric field in an inertial non-rotating reference 

frame which cancels out the Lorenz force experienced by the plasma moving perpendicularly to 

the magnetic field (i.e., 𝑬′ = 𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩). This co-rotation field maps out along magnetic field 

lines and augments the convection electric field in the inner magnetosphere. Magnetic flux tubes 

which are convecting sunward on the dusk side are impeded by the co-rotation field, and these 

flux tubes stagnate in the nightside ionosphere, where they are shielded from ionizing extreme 

ultraviolet (EUV) radiation.  This results in a relative depletion of the F-region ionosphere from 

18-24 hours magnetic local time (MLT) (see Moffett and Quegan, [1983], and references 

therein).  

 

Magnetic reconnection on the dayside causes the newly opened magnetic field lines to be swept 

back into the region known as the magnetotail lobes. These open field lines eventually reconnect 

 
Figure 1.5. During the substorm expansion phase field lines in the plasmasheet move 
earthward. This process is called “dipolarization” and is associated with large inductive 
electric fields. The figure is from Baumjohann and Treumann [1996]. 
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in the magnetotail and begin to convect sunward and complete the Dungey cycle. A process 

associated with magnetotail reconnection is the substorm in which energy loaded into the 

magnetotail lobes is released from the magnetotail and injected into the inner magnetosphere and 

the auroral ionosphere. The loading of magnetic flux into the tail lobes is called the substorm 

“growth phase” which is followed by a rapid release of energy called the “expansion phase” 

associated with earthward flows in the plasmasheet [Angelopoulos et al., 1992]. Figure 1.5 

illustrates the changes in the magnetosphere during this process. During the growth phase, the 

magnetotail field lines extend far from the Earth and are supported by dawn-to-dusk cross-tail 

current sheets in the plasmasheet, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.  However, after the onset of the 

expansion phase these cross-tail currents are significantly reduced and the magnetic field lines 

collapse into a more dipolar form. The “dipolarization” of the magnetic field configuration is 

associated with enhanced sunward convection of magnetotail plasma and a large induced electric 

field. This process is called energetic particle “injection” and it produces a sharp increase in ring 

current particle fluxes [Baker et al. 1982].  This onset is typically identified observationally by 

an enhancement and expansion of particle precipitation at the equatorward edge of the aurora in 

the premidnight sector. Another result is that the tail currents are diverted along field lines, 

 
Figure 1.6. Magnetotail currents that support the tail magnetic field configuration, as seen 
from Earth [Svalgaard, 1975]. 
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towards the Earth on the dawn side and away from the Earth on the dusk side, where they close 

in the auroral ionosphere (see Figure 1.7). The resulting ionospheric current is called the “auroral 

electrojet” and the total current system is known as the “substorm current wedge” [McPherron et 

al., 1973]. It is important to note that this is not the only mode of magnetic reconnection in the 

magnetotail. The flux transport can be balanced for extended periods of time during periods of 

steady magnetospheric convection without substorms or magnetotail lobe field enhancements 

[Dmitrieva et al., 2004].  

 

1.3 Ionosphere/Magnetosphere Interactions and Coupling 

In the inner magnetosphere plasma convects from the plasma sheet sunward and around the 

Earth. A simple model of the sunward convection in the inner magnetosphere can be made with a 

superposition of a constant dawn-to-dusk convection electric field and the co-rotation electric 

field. The resulting lines of equipotential in the equatorial plane are shown in Figure 1.8. The 

Alfvén layer is defined as the separatrix between the inner region of closed equipotentials, within 

which plasma co-rotates with the Earth, and the outer region of sunward convection which will 

 
Figure 1.7. The tail current can be driven into the ionosphere through FACs, causing a large 
auroral electrojet [McPherron et al. 1973]. 
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eventually connect with the dayside magnetic merging region. Note that on the dusk side the co-

rotation and convection electric fields oppose one another, and a null point of zero potential is 

produced.  

 

Charged particles in the inner magnetosphere, where the geomagnetic field is approximately 

dipolar, will experience kinetic energy dependent forces due to the geometry of the magnetic 

field that produce velocities known as gradient and curvature drifts. These drifts occur because 

the magnetic field experienced by particles as they rotate around magnetic field lines is not 

constant. The combined gradient-curvature drift vgc will be in the longitudinal direction given by:  

 

𝑣WX =
𝑚
𝑒𝐵2

𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑅

1
2𝑣O

2 + 𝑣∥2 	 (1.16)	

 

where m and e are the particle’s mass and charge, R is the radial distance from the Earth, and 

𝑣Oand 𝑣∥ are the components of a charged particle’s velocity perpendicular and parallel to the 

 
Figure 1.8. Equipotentials in the equatorial plane for the case of a uniform dawn–dusk electric 
field plus co-rotation. Arrows indicate the direction of ExB drift. The Sun is to the left, dusk 
is down, and dawn is up [Wolf et al., 2007]. 
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magnetic field. Thus, in the inner magnetosphere electrons drift eastward while ions drift 

westward. This drives what is known as the ring current, in which plasmasheet ions and electrons 

drift around the Earth with enough current to cause a measurable perturbation to the Earth’s 

surface magnetic field. This perturbation is what is characterized by the Dst index, which tracks 

the strength of geomagnetic storms by the resulting enhancements of the ring current. Note that 

low energy particles experience very little gradient-curvature drift, and largely follow ExB drift 

trajectories which follow the equipotential lines in Figure 1.8. 

 

Impulsive changes to the convection field will drive the plasmasheet towards the Earth on the 

night side as the Alfvén layer moves inwards. This leads to significant plasma pressure gradients 

in the inner magnetosphere. Typical plasmasheet particle energies are on the order of 1 keV for 

ions and ~0.5 eV for electrons, so the electron pressure gradient can be neglected. Adding the ion 

pressure gradient to the generalized Ohm’s law results in:  

 

𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩 = 𝛁𝑃K/𝑛𝑒,	 (1.17)	

 

which, if Pi is only a function of the number density n and is not anisotropic, is still a magnetic 

flux preserving plasma flow by Eq. (1.11), although the field perpendicular drift velocity is no 

longer the ExB drift [Vasyliunas, 1972]. As demonstrated by Vasyliunas [1970], the plasma 

momentum balance yields: 

 

∇ ∙ 𝑷 = 𝑱×𝑩,	 (1.18)	
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where P is the pressure tensor of the electrons and ions, which gives a current density 

perpendicular to the magnetic field of 

 

𝑱O =
𝑩×∇𝑃
𝐵2 	 (1.19)	

 

if the pressure is assumed to be isotropic. This is known as the “diamagnetic current”. The 

divergence of this current result in field-aligned currents into the ionosphere. The derivative of 

the current density parallel to the magnetic field with respect to the path length l is given by:  

 

𝜕
𝜕𝑙

𝐽∥
𝐵 =

2 𝑩×∇𝐵 ∙ ∇𝑃
𝐵b .	 (1.20)	

 

This can be integrated to give the total field-aligned current density of 

 

𝐽∥ =
𝐵c
2𝐵R

∇𝑃×
𝑩R
𝐵R

∙ ∇
𝑑𝑙
𝐵 ,	

(1.21)	

 

where Bm and Be are the magnetic fields at the ionosphere and the magnetic equator and the 

integral 𝑑𝑙/𝐵 is understood as the volume of a flux tube containing unit magnetic flux 

integrated from the equator to the ionosphere.  

 

As shown in Figure 1.9, an enhancement of the convection electric field will cause the 

plasmasheet to move inwards towards Earth. The ions will then gradient-curvature drift towards 
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dusk while the electrons drift towards dawn. The plasma gradients established will drive Region 

2 FACs into the ionosphere on the duskside and out of the ionosphere on the dawnside. Positive 

charge accumulates in the duskside ionosphere and negative charge in the dawnside ionosphere 

until a dusk-to-dawn electric field is established in the ionosphere which is strong enough to 

facilitate the closure of the Region 2 FACs through the ionosphere, largely with Region 1 FACs 

at more poleward latitudes. This electric field maps back out to the inner magnetosphere and 

opposes the convection field [Schield et al., 1969; Vasyliunas, 1970, 1972; Jaggi and Wolf, 

1973; Harel et al., 1981]. This field shields plasma frozen into field lines which connect to the 

ionosphere at lower latitudes from the convection field. For this reason, the FACs which are 

established after an increase in the convection electric field are often called shielding currents. 

Because of the timescales it takes to establish the shielding current, there is a period of time after 

an increase in the convection field in which the convection field is “undershielded.” The 

convection field which then penetrates closer to the Earth is called a “prompt penetration” field 

which markedly declines in ~10 minutes although it can take a few hours for complete shielding 

 
Figure 1.9. In the left panel, with no convection electric field, the plasmasheet ions and 
electrons gradient-curvature drift only. In the right panel the plasma sheet has moved closer 
to the Earth due to the convection field E, driving FACs into and out of the ionosphere which 
close in the ionosphere through the shielding electric field. The sun is to the left, and dawn is 
at the top [Wolf et al., 2007]. 
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to develop [Jaggi and Wolf, 1973]. A diagram of the Region 2 FACs are shown in Figure 1.10 

along with Region 1 FACs and the “partial ring current” which does not complete a circuit 

around the Earth due to its flow into the ionosphere. The distribution of these FACs has been 

 
Figure 1.10. Schematic of the auroral current system. Region 2 FACs flow into the ionosphere, 
and are shown here connecting to Region 1 FACs through poleward Pederson currents, 
although that is not the only possibility [Cowley, 2000]. 
 

 
Figure 1.11. Distribution and direction of FACs during low geomagnetic activity levels [Iijima 
and Potemra, 1976]. 
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derived from satellite magnetometer data by Iijima and Potemra [1976] and is shown in Figure 

1.11.  

 

The plasmasphere within the Alfvén layer is filled with cold, dense plasma trapped in co-rotating 

trajectories around the Earth. The outer boundary of the plasmasphere is called the plasmapause. 

If magnetic convection was steady state and the convection electric field constant, one would 

expect the plasmapause to coincide with the Alfvén layer and the inner edge of the plasmasheet. 

However, a large impulse in the convection field can shrink the Alfvén layer, causing 

plasmaspheric plasma to convect towards the dayside merging region. The inward motion of the 

Alfvén layer, where the co-rotation field becomes stronger than the convection field, causes a 

region of cold plasmaspheric plasma, now outside the Alfvén layer, to convect sunward (see 

Figure 1.12). This is consistent with in situ observations made by spacecraft, and is known as the 

 
Figure 1.12. Plasmapause location computed after an increase in a uniform convection field. 
Contour ‘0’ corresponds to the initial Alfvén layer. ‘1’, ‘2’, … ‘10’ were computed after 1, 2, 
… 10 hours after the increase in the convection field. “FINAL” is the Alfvén layer for the 
strong convection field, which would be reached after an infinitely long period of strong 
convection [Grebowsky, 1970]. 
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plasmaspheric plume [Grebowsky, 1970; Chen and Wolf, 1972; Goldstein and Sandel, 2005]. 

When the Alfvén layer moves out again, there is only diffuse, hot plasmasheet plasma left behind 

in flux tubes which are now co-rotating. The plasmapause then is identified by the difference in 

plasma particle populations frozen into magnetic field lines which have been co-rotating with the 

Earth for days and those which have recently arrived from the magnetotail. Note in Figure 1.12 

that the Alfvén layer approximately coincides with the nightside plasmapause a few hours 

following an increase in the convection electric field, whereas the dayside plasmapause is still far 

from the new Alfvén layer location, even after 10 hours.  

 

The dawn-to-dusk convection electric field drives plasma from the nightside plasmasheet 

towards Earth and the particle trajectories are determined by the energy dependent gradient-

curvature drift as well as the ExB drift from the convection and co-rotation electric fields. Zero-

energy electrons and ions which experience no gradient/curvature drift (Eq. 1.16) will ExB drift 

along the equipotentials of the combined co-rotation and convection electric field (see Figure 

1.8). Energetic ions will also gradient-curvature drift against co-rotation towards dusk, and 

energetic electrons will drift with co-rotation towards dawn. Medium energy ions (~1-10 keV) 

can then drift closer to the Earth on the dusk side than the zero-energy electrons. The result, as 

shown in Figure 1.13, is a separation between the inner plasmasheet ion boundary and electron 

boundary, such that ions penetrate further towards the Earth on the dusk side [Kavanagh et al., 

1968; Schield et al., 1969; Gussenhoven et al., 1987; Korth, 1999].  
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Another important factor is the relative efficiency of ion and electron loss processes, such as 

pitch angle scattering of particles into the loss cone, which can deplete flux tubes of ions or 

electrons before they reach locations in the inner magnetosphere along their drift trajectories. 

This can introduce tailward plasma pressure gradients which can drive Region 2 FACs [Caudal, 

1987; Heinemann et al., 1989]. Differences in the loss rates of ions and electrons can act to 

separate the inner edges of plasmasheet ions and electrons [Kennel, 1969; Southwood and Wolf, 

1978]. The distribution of electron precipitation from the plasma sheet significantly affects the 

auroral conductivity distribution. This in turn affects the convection electric field by modifying 

how FACs close through the ionosphere [e.g., Ebihara and Fok, 2004; Gkioulidou et al., 2009]. 

Gkioulidou et al. [2012] found that different prescriptions for electron pitch angle scattering in 

simulations of the inner magnetosphere would result in different conductivity gradients at the 

equatorward edge of the aurora. Greater conductivity would decrease the efficiency of the 

 
Figure 1.13. Innermost drift paths of protons and electrons moving in a dipole magnetic field 
with a uniform convection electric field, neglecting the co-rotation field, where the protons 
have three times the energy of the electrons [Schield, 1969]. 
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shielding currents and allow more penetration of the convection field. This allowed the ion 

plasma sheet to penetrate deeper into the inner magnetosphere. 

 

The separation of the inner ion and electron boundaries cause Region 2 FACs driven by ion 

pressure gradients to be driven into the ionosphere at latitudes extending equatorward of the 

electron precipitation in the dusk side ionosphere. This is the subauroral region, as the electron 

precipitation is largely responsible for auroral ionospheric conductance. The Region 2 FACs 

must then connect with Region 1 FACs through Pederson currents in the ionosphere through a 

region of low subauroral conductance which requires the establishment of strong poleward 

electric fields.  

 

1.4 Subauroral Electric Fields 

The subauroral ionosphere is strongly coupled to the plasma dynamics of the inner 

magnetosphere. The highly conductive magnetospheric plasma precludes the presence of any 

significant electric field component that is parallel with the magnetic field. The ionospheric 

electric potential approximately maps out along equipotential magnetic field lines into the 

magnetosphere. Electric fields established in the ionosphere to maintain current continuity of 

FACs created by magnetospheric processes are communicated into the magnetosphere, 

facilitating convection.  

 

Two of the ways in which the dynamics of the magnetosphere associated with geomagnetic 

activity affect the ionosphere are the disturbance dynamo electric fields [Blanc and Richmond, 
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1980] and direct or prompt penetration electric fields [Jaggi and Wolf, 1973]. Disturbance 

dynamo electric fields are produced by frictional Joule heating and precipitating particle energy 

input in the auroral zone. These energy sources heat up the thermosphere which drives neutral 

winds equatorward. This equatorward neutral wind is driven westward at mid-latitudes due to 

Coriolis acceleration. This in turn establishes a poleward electric field which balances an 

equatorward Pederson current driven by the zonal thermospheric winds. These storm time 

disturbances can generate electric fields all the way down to the equator during geomagnetic 

storms. The disturbance dynamo is slow to develop but typically lasts several hours after an 

initial increase in auroral currents and has been observed to last as long as 30 hours [Scherliess 

and Fejer, 1997; Fejer and Emmert, 2003]. In the model presented by Blanc and Richmond 

[1980], the westward drifts associated with the disturbance dynamo electric field reached 

upwards of ~150 m/s in the subauroral region. 

 

Prompt penetration electric fields occur when there are large impulsive enhancements of the 

convection electric field that transports plasma in the plasmasheet earthward, as is observed 

during geomagnetic storms. Shielding currents typically prevent the convection electric field 

from penetrating to lower latitudes, but large enhancements of the convection field are not 

shielded until the plasma gradients which drive the shielding currents can build up in the inner 

plasmasheet. Until the shielding currents can be sufficiently established, the convection electric 

field is “undershielded” and the convection field can penetrate closer to the Earth and at lower 

magnetic latitudes. Although the penetration field will be significantly reduced after ~10 

minutes, it can persist for about an hour before the complete reestablishment of sufficient 
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shielding currents [Jaggi and Wolf, 1973]. The penetration field phenomenon can also be found 

in the opposite direction when the convection electric field is reduced due to “overshielding”. 

 

Strong westward plasma drifts in the ionosphere driven by poleward electric fields that can 

exceed 5000 m/s (~250 mV/m) are frequently observed equatorward of the diffuse aurora during 

times of geomagnetic activity [Galperin et al., 1973; Smiddy et al., 1977; Spiro et al., 1979]. 

These are called subauroral ion drifts (SAID) or polarization jets (PJ). SAID are typically found 

from late afternoon to early morning magnetic local time sectors and span a region of several 

hours in MLT and less than 2° magnetic latitude (MLAT) [Anderson, 1991]. 

 

Foster and Burke [2002] introduced the term subauroral polarization streams (SAPS) to 

encompass the narrow SAID region and the persistent, latitudinally broader region of less intense 

poleward electric fields described by Yeh et al. [1991] that SAID are sometimes embedded 

within, demonstrated in Figure 1.14 with incoherent scatter radar measurements from Millstone 

Hill. The subauroral potential drop associated with SAPS can often exceed 60kV, comprising a 

substantial fraction of the total cross-polar-cap potential drop [Burke et al., 2000; Anderson et 

 
Figure 1.14. Millstone Hill radar measurements of westward ion drifts and plasma density 
taken on 12 April, 2001 (Kp=7+). The strong SAID feature is embedded within the broader 
SAPS westward flow [Foster and Burke, 2002]. 
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al., 2001, 2004]. Foster and Vo [2002] developed an empirical statistical model of SAPS using 

the Millstone Hill radar and found SAPS occurred most commonly between the evening and 

midnight sectors with lower latitudes and smaller widths closer to midnight (see Figure 1.15). 

They also studied the change of SAPS with magnetic activity level, which they measured by the 

magnetic index Kp. The Kp index is derived from the maximum horizontal perturbation to the 

geomagnetic field experienced at a network of magnetometer stations over a three-hour period. 

They found that for increasing Kp the SAPS average latitude decreased and the maximum 

velocities increased.  

 

SAPS are observed to extend equatorward of auroral electron precipitation down to the 

equatorward extent of Region 2 FACs [Yeh et al., 1991; Anderson et al. 1993, 2001; Wang et al., 

 
Figure 1.15. Average Millstone Hill radar measurements of westward ion drifts as a function 
of invariant latitude and MLT for a Kp bin of 5+ to 6 [Foster and Vo, 2002]. 
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2014] within a region of reduced ionospheric conductance relative to the auroral oval [Anderson 

et al. 1991, 2001, 2004; Makarevich et al., 2011]. Southwood and Wolf [1978] first suggested a 

production mechanism for SAID which is appropriate for the entire SAPS region in which region 

2 FACs are driven into the subauroral ionosphere on the dusk side, equatorward of the high-

conductance auroral ionosphere established by electron precipitation. Assuming the convection 

field is shielded at subauroral latitudes equatorward of the Region 2 FACs, the gradient in the 

ionospheric conductance at the equatorward edge of the aurora results in strong poleward 

subauroral electric fields.  

 

The ionospheric current driven through the subauroral region also has the effect of heating the 

ionospheric plasma through ion-neutral drag, resulting in a depletion of the ionosphere through 

fast chemistry and transport [Banks and Yasuhara, 1978, Schunk et al., 1976]. The increased ion 

temperature from Joule heating causes a substantial increase in the ion-molecular reaction O+ + 

N2 Þ NO+ + N.  Recombination for NO+ is much more efficient than for O+ which leads to a 

reduction in the plasma density in the F-region ionosphere due to presence of electric fields. 

Furthermore, the temperature enhancement that the ion-neutral collisions cause can drive vertical 

transport of ions that also reduces the ion density [Schunk et al., 1976, Anderson et al., 1991]. 

There is then a feedback loop in which the field-aligned currents establish a strong electric field 

through a low conductivity subauroral region which further decreases the conductivity and 

enhances the electric field. The depletion of the ion density in the F-region has been confirmed 

with computational models by Pintér et al. [2006], where the Sheffield Coupled Thermosphere-

Ionosphere-Plasmasphere model is used to simulate the effect of SAPS on the ionospheric TEC. 
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Because of this feedback mechanism, even small amounts of field-aligned current can drive 

substantial SAPS drifts. The Region 2 FACs flowing into the subauroral region during quiet 

times are small yet SAPS can still be observed in the nighttime subauroral ionosphere [Huang 

and Foster, 2007]. 

 

Penetration electric fields will extend into the subauroral region after impulsive changes of the 

convection electric field. However, the Region 2 FACs which are reestablished shortly thereafter 

(~10 minutes) at lower latitudes, that then shield the inner magnetosphere from the convection 

field, are responsible for the enhanced poleward SAPS electric field and associated westward ion 

drifts. This production mechanism has been supported by GPS TEC measurements [Makarevich 

et al., 2011] and modeling of the inner magnetosphere [Garner et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2009; 

Ebihara et al., 2009; Gkioulidou et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015]. Zheng et al. [2008] modeled the 

ring current using the Comprehensive Ring Current Model (Fok et al., [2001]) with and without 

a mid-latitude ionospheric trough to demonstrate the importance of the reduced conductivity in 

reproducing SAPS of an appropriate magnitude.  

 

Wang and Lühr [2011] investigated the diurnal and seasonal variations of SAID events observed 

by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites between July 2001 and June 

2003, defined as subauroral drifts >500 m/s and a latitudinal width of 1-2°. They found an 

occurrence maximum coinciding with peak convection electric fields, as evidenced by the 

correlation with the total cross-polar cap potential. They also found that low flux tube-integrated 

conductivity was associated with a higher SAID occurrence frequency. This is consistent with 
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the production mechanism as high convection fields drive stronger ring currents that establish the 

Region 2 FACs, and low subauroral conductivity is necessary for those FACs to result in strong 

poleward electric fields. 

 

After a substorm expansion phase onset, energy stored in the magnetotail during the substorm 

growth phase is suddenly released, injecting energetic ions and electrons into the inner 

magnetosphere. The injection front can inject particles into the subauroral region [e.g., Sergeev, 

1998] that can enhance Region 2 FACs into the subauroral region. Zou et al. [2009] used the 

Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN), the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora 

Global Exploration (IMAGE) satellite, and DMSP to study plasma convection near midnight 

during substorms. They found SAPS flows during the growth phase that abruptly increased after 

substorm onset. SAID events are usually found during the recovery phase of a substorm 

[Anderson et al., 1993], but have also been found throughout the main phase of a geomagnetic 

storm [e.g, Burke et al., 2000]. Anderson et al. [2001] found significant SAID activity observed 

by DMSP satellites during a storm on 19 October, 1998, which reached a maximum Dst 

excursion of -119 nT during a period when no auroral X-ray signatures of substorms were found 

[Anderson et al., 2000]. 

 

Clausen et al. [2012] studied SAPS using SuperDARN which was able to make instantaneous 

measurements of SAPS over a 6 hour MLT range over 3 hours universal time (UT). They found 

that the SAPS flow direction remains constant over that period but the flow speed varies 

significantly over time scales of tens of minutes, both spatially and temporally. They found that 
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ASYM-H, a one minute resolution magnetometer station index which measures the asymmetric 

ring current, correlated best with the SAPS speed variations, with a correlation coefficient of 

𝑅 ≈ 70%. This is consistent with a FAC production mechanism, as the asymmetric ring current 

component is a result of the partial ring current associated with shielding currents.  

 

The latitudinally narrow SAID features embedded within SAPS have been characterized by 

Anderson et al. [1991] using drift meter observations made by the Atmospheric Explorer-C (AE-

C) and DE 2 satellites. SAID events were associated with deep troughs in the ionospheric 

conductivity in the lower altitude F region and the equatorward extent of the ion plasmasheet. 

The SAID were observed to last from 30 minutes to 3 hours. A typical SAID encounter is shown 

in Figure 1.16. Note that a strong westward drift is observed just equatorward of electron 

precipitation, coinciding with a reduction in O+ ion density and a broad westward neutral wind 

due to ion-neutral drag generated within 45 minutes of substorm onset. 

 

Anderson et al. [2001] studied conjugate observations of SAID at 800 km in the topside 

ionosphere by DMSP satellites and at 9000 km in the magnetosphere by the Akebono satellite. 

They found that SAID occurred simultaneously from at least 16 to 24 hours MLT and were 

coincident with downward Region 2 FACs. SAID events encountered closer to midnight tended 

to be narrower than at dusk, occurred at lower MLAT, and had larger westward drifts. The 

potential drop over the SAID were greatest at 20 hours MLT as opposed to the total potential 

drop over the entire SAPS region which is typically greatest at dusk. Anderson et al. [2001] 

concluded that the observations were consistent with a production mechanism in which FACs are 
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driven through a pre-existing mid-latitude trough, as well as confirming the validity of the 

approximation of treating magnetic field lines as equipotentials between 800 and 9000 km. 

Substorm expansion drives FACs into the subauroral ionosphere but strong SAID features will 

 
Figure 1.16. Measurements from a DE 2 encounter with a SAID. The top panel shows the 
color spectrogram of the energy flux of the precipitating electrons. The second panel shows 
the horizontal (east positive) and vertical ion drifts while the third panel shows the horizontal 
(east positive) and vertical neutral wind measurements. The last two panels show the ion and 
neutral composition measurements. 
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more likely form after enough time has passed for the positive feedback-loop reinforcement to 

occur. Similar results were found by Karlsson et al. [1998] in a statistical study of 12 months of 

subauroral electric field measurements made by the Freja satellite. Oksavik et al. [2006] 

observed a SAID event embedded within a SAPS using radar measurements for several hours. 

They found that on the timescale of minutes the SAID maximum flow fluctuated between 500-

2000 m/s and the width changed between 1-2° while the low velocity broad SAPS flow was 

more persistent.  

 

Wang et al. [2011] studied the influence that SAPS have on the thermosphere using two years of 

coordinated Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) satellite and DMSP observations. 

Accelerometer readings made by the CHAMP satellite can be used to estimate the thermospheric 

mass density from the satellite drag. They found that the thermosphere at an altitude of 400 km 

had a 10% enhanced density at subauroral latitudes during periods of strong SAPS associated 

drifts than during quieter times. This indicates heating of the thermosphere by SAPS driven ion-

neutral drag, as an expansion of the atmosphere under the CHAMP altitude will enhance the 

density it measures.  

 

The poleward SAPS electric field maps out to the inner magnetosphere along field lines where it 

is directed outwards radially in the magnetic equator. In the dusk side magnetosphere, the co-

rotation field and convection field act against each other to produce a stagnation point in the 

plasma convection (see Figure 1.8). When the SAPS region overlaps with the plasmasphere in 

the duskside sector the field has the same direction as the convection electric field and acts to 
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move the plasmapause inwards. Using simultaneous observations made by DMSP and IMAGE, 

Goldstein et al. [2004, 2005a] showed that SAPS were important to explain how the outermost 

layer of the plasmasphere is stripped away and convected sunward after an enhancement of the 

convection field. Goldstein et al. [2003, 2005b] used a SAPS electric field model constrained by 

the empirical model of Foster and Vo [2002] in a test particle simulation of the plasmapause 

location. They added this SAPS electric field to a global convection field model and simulated 

the evolution of plasmaspheric plumes of observed plasmasphere erosion events. The relatively 

crude SAPS model resulted in qualitatively more accurate simulations of plasmasphere dynamics 

and Goldstein et al. [2005b] suggested the need for a more realistic SAPS model.  

 

1.5 Convection Electric Field Models 

Empirical models of magnetospheric electric fields have been developed from measurements of 

ionospheric convection or electric fields using satellite, radar, and ground-based magnetometer 

measurements. Ion drift measurements made by satellites orbiting in the topside ionosphere can 

be used to calculate electric fields and develop global empirical electric potential maps. This has 

been done with ion drift measurements in the mid and high-latitude ionosphere made by DE 2 

[e.g., Rich and Maynard, 1989; Hairston and Heelis, 1990; Heelis et al., 1992; Weimer, 1995; 

2001] and DMSP [e.g., Rich and Hairston, 1994]. Similar results have been obtained from drift 

measurements calculated from radar observations [e.g., Foster, 1983; de La Beaujardiere et al., 

1991] and inferred electric fields from the current systems measured by networks of 

magnetometer stations [Papitashvili et al., 1994]. These models are typically parameterized by 

IMF measurements or the Kp index. Although this is effective for models of the average 
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magnetospheric convection pattern, these models have been unsuccessful in reproducing SAPS. 

This is likely due to IMF being a poor predictor for SAPS activity, averaging effects due to 

motion of the auroral equatorward boundary, and methodologies such as fitting electric field 

measurements to spherical harmonics which are not appropriate for capturing the SAPS region 

statistically.  

 

1.6 Dissertation Work 

We have used the in-situ measurements of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 

(DMSP) and Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2) satellites to study the ion drifts present in the 

subauroral region. Using statistical analysis, we have characterized the behavior of these drifts 

and used the results to create an empirical model of the subauroral potentials and ion drifts.  

 

We created a model of the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora using boundary 

determinations from DMSP and DE 2 particle precipitation measurements parameterized 

alternatively by magnetometer indices or solar wind measurements. We used those results along 

with ion drift measurements from DMSP and DE 2 to create a SAPS model which is ordered by 

degrees equatorward of the aurora. The variation of the equatorward auroral boundary and SAPS 

with regard to season, magnetometer indices, solar wind, and IMF measurements was then 

analyzed.  

 

Using a list of substorm onset times produced by the SuperMAG collaboration, we then 

examined the variation of the auroral boundary, SAPS, and SAID with substorms. We also 
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created several storm-time SAPS models using a list of 518 geomagnetic storms from 1981-

2012, as a function of the storm phase, and analyzed the results. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION 

2.1 DMSP Instrumentation 

The DMSP satellites fly in circular sun-synchronous orbits at an altitude of ~840 km with ~99° 

inclinations and ~100 minute orbital periods that pass through dawn/dusk and pre-midnight/pre-

noon local times. The oblateness of the Earth results in a gravitational potential that will cause a 

precession of the orbital planes of the DMSP satellites’ low-altitude, high-inclination orbits such 

that their orbital planes maintain the same orientation with respect to the Earth-Sun line. Due to 

the separation of the geomagnetic and geographical poles the DMSP spacecraft orbits span a 

wide range of MLT and MLAT although coverage near noon and midnight is lacking at lower 

magnetic latitudes. Current generation DMSP spacecraft have carried several space environment 

instruments: the Special Sensors-Ions, Electrons, and Scintillation (SSIES), the precipitating 

energetic particle spectrometer known as Special Sensor J (SSJ), and the Special Sensor 

Magnetometer (SSM). The SSIES and SSJ have been on DMSP spacecraft since the launch of 

DMSP-F8 (“flight number” 8) in 1987, with SSIES for F8 through F10, SSIES2 for F11 through 

F15, and SSIES3 for F16 through F19, and with the SSJ/4 for F15 and earlier satellites and SSJ/5 

for F16 to F19. The SSM has been on DMSP spacecraft since the launch of F12 in 2002. Some 

instruments require specific orientation in regard to the ram direction (the satellite velocity 

direction) and local zenith, so the DMSP spacecraft are three-axis stabilized.  
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The SSIES consists of a package of several sensors for thermal plasma measurements that 

includes an Ion Drift Meter (DM), an ion total density trap, a scintillation meter, a Langmuir 

probe, and a Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) on SSIES2 and SSIES3. The RPA measures 

the current from the ion flux entering the aperture of the instrument, which faces the spacecraft 

ram direction, as a function of a variable retarding potential, similar to the RPAs flown on the 

AE-C [Hanson et al., 1973], DE 2 [Hanson et al., 1981], and the High Latitude Research 

Satellite (HILAT) [Rich and Heelis, 1983]. The RPA can be used to estimate the H+, He+ and O+ 

fractional composition, ion temperature, and the ion velocity component parallel with the 

satellite velocity vector. This is done by fitting a theoretical current-voltage curve of a multi-

species, single temperature Maxwellian plasma to the energy spectrum [Rich and Heelis, 1983]. 

The RPA on SSIES 2 sweeps the retarding voltage from -3V to +12V with respect to the plasma 

potential once every 4 seconds at 24 samples per second, collecting a total of 96 data points per 

sweep. It is assumed the plasma parameters do not change considerably over the 4 seconds of 

data collection in which time the satellite travels about 30 km. The RPA on SSIES 3 performs a 

sweep every two seconds. 

 

The RPA collector plate is kept as close as possible to the plasma potential, which can be 

different from the spacecraft potential. The DMSP satellites have 28 V, negative ground 

electronics. When in sunlight, the exposed positive contacts of the solar panels can attract 

ambient electrons and drive the spacecraft potential to between -18V to -28V with respect to the 

plasma, which is outside of the voltage sweep range of the RPA. Beginning with F9, DMSP 

satellites carried an analog circuit called SENPOT onboard that drives the ion sensor ground 
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potentials back up to the plasma potentials using an electrically isolated surface of the ion sensor 

aperture plane on the front facing side of the satellite. This reference surface will be driven to a 

lower potential to equilibrate ambient electron and ion flux into the surface, but not much more 

than the typical ionospheric thermal electron energy of ~1eV.  

 

The DM is similar to those flown on the HILAT [Rich and Heelis, 1983] and DE 2 [Heelis et al., 

1981]. It measures ion drift velocities traveling into a planar square aperture facing the satellite 

ram direction. The ions are collected by a circular collection plate that is segmented into four 

quadrants, which allows for the difference in the current received by the left and right halves of 

the collector plate, or the top and bottom halves of the collector plate, to be measured by 

switching the connections between the four plates on or off. Measuring the difference in current 

received while taking the spacecraft speed (~7.5 km/s) into account allows for the calculation of 

the arrival angle and the two perpendicular components of the drift velocity to the spacecraft 

direction [see Rich and Heelis, 1983]. Because the spacecraft are three-axis stabilized, these two 

perpendicular directions are very nearly towards local zenith, or “vertical”, and the other is 

perpendicular to both the local zenith and the spacecraft velocity, or “horizontal”. As the DMSP 

satellites are at ~99° inclination, the “horizontal” DM measurements are often taken as an 

approximation for the zonal, or East-West, drifts.   

 

The current difference measurements in the vertical and horizontal direction are each taken at 6 

Hz. The calculation of the perpendicular components of the ion drift would normally require 

knowledge of the ambient plasma drift component parallel to the ram direction, however this is 
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small compared to the spacecraft velocity and the uncertainty introduced is less than 10%. 

However, lighter ions such as He+ and H+ can have thermal velocities comparable to the 

spacecraft velocity. To avoid the current contribution and instrumental errors from lighter ions a 

repeller grid is kept at a biasing potential ahead of the collector plate when the DM is in its 

normal mode of operation. This repeller grid is followed by a compensator grid set to a potential 

designed to return the ions to as close as possible to their original angle of incidence. Data from 

the DM measured under conditions in which He+ and H+ account for more than 20% of the ion 

density (as measured by the RPA) are discarded due to poor instrument performance. During 

solar minimum this can result in much of the data from a hemisphere during winter being 

unusable due to the decreased light ion transition height. Furthermore, data are discarded when 

the total density is less than 5 ´ 103 cm-3. The effective dynamic range is ±3000 m/s with a 

resolution of 12 m/s. For further details of the SSIES instruments which include the RPA and 

DM see Greenspan et al. [1986]. 

 

The SSJ/4 and SSJ/5 measure the energy spectra of precipitating electrons and ions in 19 energy 

channels ranging from 30 eV to 31.3 keV. For SSJ/4, this is done using four cylindrical curved 

plate electrostatic analyzers arranged into two pairs. The first pair is used to measure 10 energy 

channels from 30 eV to 1 keV, and the second pair is used to measure 10 channels from 1 to 31.3 

keV. Each of these pairs consists of two concentric cylindrical curved plates between which 

precipitating particles enter through a collimating aperture system. A symmetric electric field is 

produced between the plates that drives particles towards the inner plate as the particles pass 

through the curved opening. The particles may only pass through and strike a particle detector if 
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their kinetic energy is such that the electric field produces the centripetal force required to 

accelerate the particle with the same radius of curvature as the concentric cylindrical plates. The 

low energy sensor has a radius of curvature of 60° while the high energy sensor has a radius of 

curvature of 127°. The electron and ion detector are identical except the polarity of the electric 

field used. The low energy channel for the high energy detector is set to the same energy as the 

high energy channel of the low energy detector for cross-calibration.  Each sensor runs at a 

particular energy channel for 100ms to determine a 19-point electron and ion energy spectrum 

every second. The sensor apertures are kept pointing within a few degrees of local zenith. When 

measuring precipitating particles at a ~840 km altitude in the auroral zone they are measuring 

particles well within the loss cone of ~45°. It is possible for background radiation to penetrate 

the sensors directly, but will typically be counted at the same rate across all energy levels. This 

constant background noise is removed. For futher details on the SSJ/4 sensor, see Hardy et al. 

[1984]. 

 

For SSJ/5, a pair of nested triquadrispherical electrostatic analyzers are used instead, with a field 

of view of 4° by 90°. This allows the field of view to be segmented into six 15° zones from 

zenith to horizon. A similar instrument was used in the Shuttle Potential and Return Electron 

Experiment (SPREE) instrument flown on the Tethered Satellite System (TSS)-1 space shuttle 

experiment [Oberhardt et al., 1994]. Although the intention was to provide pitch angle 

information for the particle spectra, due to telemetry constraints the electron and ion counts are 

summed to provide a similar output to the SSJ/4, albeit with a different field of view that 

includes particles which are not within the loss cone. 
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As mentioned previously, the DMSP satellites have orbital planes through dawn/dusk and pre-

midnight/pre-noon local times, which covers a range of MLT and MLAT. However, there is a 

lack of coverage in early morning and early afternoon MLT sectors, particularly at lower MLAT. 

Figure 2.1 shows the orbital tracks of the three DMSP spacecraft F13-15 over the northern 

hemisphere on a polar dial plot for a single day (18 April, 2002). The coverage over a year is 

slightly larger due to the seasonal effects involving the change in the alignment of the Earth’s 

rotational axis with the Earth-Sun line. The coverage in MLT of DMSP satellites begins to 

diminish below 65° MLAT and by 30° MLAT there is only coverage of half the MLT sectors. 

Due to effects such as neutral atmospheric drag and inaccuracies in the placement of the DMSP 

satellites into their proper orbits, the DMSP satellites drift to earlier local times from their 

intended sun-synchronous orbits throughout their lifetime, filling in some of the gaps in 

coverage. For instance, F15 drifted over its operational lifetime from a 2100/0900 local time 

orbital plane to a 1400/0200 local time orbital plane. A booster misfire on the F10 launch led to a 

 
Figure 2.1. MLAT vs. MLT polar dial showing the orbit tracks from a single day for the 
three spacecraft F13 – F15. 
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precession of the orbital plane in local time which placed it nearly in the midnight/noon orbital 

plane.  

 

2.2 Dynamics Explorer 2 Instrumentation 

Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2) was a 90° inclination, polar orbiting satellite launched on July 31, 

1981 which continued making measurements until February 1983. It initially had an eccentric 

orbit with a perigee of approximately 300 km and an apogee of 1000 km and an orbital period of 

98 minutes. As its orbit was fixed in an inertial reference frame, DE 2 sampled all MLT sectors 

every 6 months over its lifetime of 1 ½ years and over 8000 orbits. DE 2 carried a DM [Heelis et 

al., 1981] and RPA [Hanson et al., 1981] of similar design to those onboard DMSP satellites, but 

these instruments were restricted to a limited duty cycle due to power limitations. DE 2 also 

carried the Vector Electric Field Instrument (VEFI), which measured the full electric field vector 

directly with three orthogonal double Langmuir probes [Maynard et al., 1981]. For consistency 

with the DMSP measurements the DM was be used to infer the electric field component parallel 

to the satellite velocity vector. However, occasionally the VEFI was taking measurements while 

the DM was off. During those periods, the VEFI measurements were used for the calculation, as 

there was a large degree of agreement between these two instruments [Hanson et al., 1993]. 

 

The Low-Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) measured precipitating particles [Winningham et 

al., 1981]. LAPI contained an array of 15 parabolic electrostatic analyzers which determined the 

energy flux of ions and electrons at different pitch angles. LAPI was rotated to be approximately 

aligned with the magnetic field as determined by the on-board magnetometer.  
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2.3 Auroral Boundary Identifications 

The equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora is of particular interest when characterizing 

subauroral electric fields, such as SAPS. This boundary demarcates a region of high conductivity 

in the auroral ionosphere due to particle precipitation and the lower conductivity region of the 

subauroral ionosphere. The equatorward extent of particle precipitation can be determined from 

DMSP and DE 2 precipitation measurements. To study SAPS we have created a database of 

boundary identifications measured by DMSP and DE 2. 

 

Newell et al. [1991, 1996] identified precipitation boundaries in the DMSP SSJ particle spectra 

data. We use a database of ~940,000 of these boundaries from 1987 to 2012 provided by Dr. 

Tom Sotirelis at the John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. To demarcate the 

equatorward extent of the diffuse aurora we use the zero-energy electron precipitation boundary 

on the nightside and the equatorward boundary of the central plasma sheet (CPS) region for the 

dayside. The zero-energy boundary is determined by considering the differential energy flux 

between the two lowest energy channels. The identification algorithm moves from low to high 

latitudes, comparing the average differential flux between the three previous spectra to the three 

proceeding spectra. The zero-energy boundary is the latitude where the ratio of the differential 

flux increases by more than a factor of 2 [Newell et al., 1996]. On the dayside, the relatively 

unstructured CPS region is identified by the presence of ~1 keV electrons equatorward of lower 

energy electron precipitation [Newell et al., 1991]. 
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The equatorward boundaries of electron precipitation in the measurements made by LAPI on 

board DE 2 were determined by manual inspection of the precipitating electron spectra measured 

by detectors pointed approximately within the loss cone, in accordance with the morphology 

described by Newell et al. [1991, 1996]. 

 

Because DE 2 was able to make measurements at local times where DMSP had low data 

coverage (early morning and afternoon; see Figure 2.1), the DE 2 auroral boundary database 

supplemented the DMSP database, although only roughly 6000 auroral boundaries were 

identified in the DE 2 data versus the 940,000 boundaries identified in the DMSP data. Note, 

however, that the DE 2 satellites were locked in season and MLT. This means that DE 2 only 

helped fill in the data gaps close to the summer and winter seasons.  

 

2.4 Magnetometer Indices 

An important magnetometer index for characterizing the state of the magnetosphere is the 

Auroral Electrojet (AE) index. This index is formed from perturbations to the geomagnetic field 

as measured by selected stations along the auroral zone (roughly 60-70° magnetic latitude) in the 

northern hemisphere that are caused by the auroral electrojet currents, typically on the order of 0-

1000nT. The related AU index is calculated from the maximum perturbation in the poleward 

direction of the geomagnetic field at these stations, and the AL index is calculated from the 

minimum perturbation (most negative, or equatorward). The AE index is then defined as the 

difference between AU and AL. The AE index has been empirically related to substorm activity 

[e.g., Gjerloev et al., 2004] and correlated with both the cross-polar-cap potential drop and the 
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high-latitude energy input [Ahn et al, 1983] which is correlated with the equatorward extent of 

the auroral oval.  

 

During the substorm expansion phase the AU index is typically determined from a station near 

dusk due to a maximal poleward perturbation caused by the eastward auroral electrojet on the 

duskside, corresponding to Hall currents in the ionosphere driven by the dusk-side convection 

cell. The AL index is determined from a station near midnight which detects an equatorward 

perturbation caused by the substorm current wedge. Well into the recovery phase, as well as 

during magnetically quiet conditions, the AL index is instead determined by a station near dawn 

measuring a convection driven westward auroral electrojet [Gjerloev et al., 2004]. Because of 

this, substorms can be identified from large changes in the AL index. 

 

A known difficulty for the AE index is station coverage [e.g., Kamide and Akasofu, 1983]. There 

are only 10-12 magnetometer stations used for the AE index and they are not uniformly 

distributed in longitude which can be a problem for longitudinally narrow perturbations.  Not 

only can the AE station network miss perturbations in between stations or those equatorward of 

the network but AE variations can be caused by the geographic location of the strongest 

magnetic perturbation moving into or out of station coverage. Because of this, AE is a poor index 

for characterizing any individual substorm, but remains adequate for statistical studies with large 

data sets. 
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Another import index for characterizing the magnetosphere is the Kp index. Whereas the AE 

index is calculated at 1-minute intervals, the Kp index is formed from the maximum perturbation 

recorded at a network of stations over three hour intervals, beginning with 00:00 UT. There are 

13 stations used at magnetic latitudes ranging from 38-60°, 2 of which are in the southern 

hemisphere. The perturbations at each station are scaled by the typical range each station 

observes. Then, the maximum in the scaled perturbations over each three hour period is quasi-

logarithmically mapped to labels (0,0+,1-,1,1+,…9) [Menvielle and Berthelier, 1991].  

 

2.5 Solar Wind and IMF Measurements 

Measurements of the solar wind and IMF were made during the DMSP and DE 2 operational 

lifetimes by the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform 8 (IMP 8), the Advanced Composition 

Explorer (ACE), and Wind satellites. IMP-8 operated from 1973-2001 in an elliptical orbit 

around the Earth with an apogee and perigee distance of about 45 and 25 Earth radii which 

brought it into the solar wind for 7-8 days of each 12.5 day orbit. ACE and Wind currently orbit 

the Sun near the Earth’s L1 Lagrangian point (as of 1997 for ACE and 2004 for Wind) and make 

measurements up to an hour upstream of the solar wind. These measurements include the three 

components of the magnetic field as well as the solar wind density and velocity.  

 

Considerable effort has been made to relate magnetospheric characteristics to measurements of 

the solar wind and IMF, which ultimately drive magnetospheric processes, in order to better 

understand the relationship of the solar wind and the magnetosphere, as well as to develop 

forecasting models from upstream solar wind measurements. Newell et al. [2007] reviewed the 
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various coupling functions derived from IMF and solar wind measurements and their statistical 

capacity to predict various magnetometer indices and magnetospheric observations. They also 

introduced the coupling function 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑣b/j𝐵k
2/j𝑠𝑖𝑛n/j(𝜃X/2), where v is the solar wind 

speed, BT is the component of the IMF perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line, and 𝜃X =

𝑡𝑎𝑛q4(𝐵r/𝐵s) is the IMF “clock angle.” This coupling function was found to best predict 

almost every index and magnetospheric characteristic. A model parameterized by this coupling 

function could conceivably be used as a forecasting model due to the upstream solar wind 

satellite measurements, as opposed to models parameterized by magnetometer indices.  

 

2.6 SuperMAG and Substorm Onset Identification 

To overcome the station coverage weakness of the AE, AU, and AL indices, the SuperMAG 

collaboration [Gjerloev, 2012] produces indices derived in the same manner, known as SME, 

SMU, and SML, which are derived from ~110 magnetometer stations from 40-80° in the 

northern hemisphere [Newell and Gjerloev, 2011a]. This improved index is only available 

beginning in 2001, so it is not useful for any study considering data from the entire operational 

lifetime of DE 2 and DMSP satellites.  

 

However, the SML index is appropriate for identifying substorms [Newell and Gjerloev, 

2011a,b]. Over 16,000 substorm growth phase onset times have been identified in the SML 

index. There are ~170,000 Newell boundary identifications in the DMSP database within a range 

of [-1, +3] hours surrounding these substorm onset times, allowing for the study of the motion of 
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the auroral boundary and the timing and magnitude of SAPS and SAID with regards to 

substorms.  

 

2.7 Geomagnetic Storm List 

To study SAPS with regard to geomagnetic storms we have used a list of geomagnetic storms 

identified by the Kakioka Magnetic Observatory, one of the network of nearly equatorial 

magnetometer stations used to create the Dst index, from 1981-2012. This list includes the time 

of storm commencement, and for some storms includes identifications of the beginning of any 

main and recovery phases, the end of the storm, and an identification of the storm as beginning 

with a sudden storm commencement or a gradual commencement. Because these storms were 

only identified by one of the Dst stations, it was necessary to manually inspect the SYM-H index 

during these storm times, which is a one-minute index calculated similarly to the Dst index, to 

verify identifications and fill in any phase identifications which were missed in the Kakioka 

database. The result was a list of 518 geomagnetic storms, their durations, and the durations of 

each phase. 

 

Following the statistical study of geomagnetic storms made by Yokoyama and Kamide [1997], 

we identified the beginning of the main phase as the time when SYM-H crosses zero after the 

positive perturbation during an initial phase following a sudden storm commencement, or simply 

at the beginning of the negative excursion which makes up the main phase. The beginning of the 

recovery phase was then identified as the time at which SYM-H reached a minimum before 

recovering to quiet-time values. The end of the storm was set by the time in which the SYM-H 
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index had reached approximately one tenth of the minimum SYM-H value, typically days after 

commencement.  

 

The DMSP spacecraft orbits the Earth 14.5 times a day with 2 to 5 satellites in orbit 

simultaneously throughout the period of study (1987-2012) while DE 2 had a similar orbital 

period from August 1981 to February 1983, providing thousands of subauroral passes during 

these geomagnetic storms. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

EMPIRICAL AURORAL BOUNDARY MODEL 

3.1 Previous Auroral Models 

There are many models characterizing the spatial distribution and energy content of auroral 

precipitation developed from in-situ measurements of polar orbiting satellites [e.g., McDiarmid 

et al., 1975; Hardy et al., 1985, 1989; Brautigam et al., 1991; Sotirellis and Newell, 2000; 

Newell et al., 2004, 2009, 2010; McIntosh and Anderson, 2015] and UV imaging [e.g., Feldstein, 

1963, Holzworth and Meng, 1975; Zhang and Paxton, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2013; Newell et al., 

2014]. An important aspect of auroral precipitation is the location in the ionosphere of various 

precipitation boundaries, which correspond to different regions in the magnetosphere [e.g. 

Newell and Ming, 1992]. Auroral boundary models have also been developed using satellite 

measurements of precipitating particles [Gussenhoven et al., 1983; Madden and Gussenhoven, 

1990], field-aligned currents [Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong and Lühr, 2014], and UV imaging 

[Carbary, 2005; Hu et al., 2017]. 

 

Using precipitating particle measurements from the DMSP, Gussenhoven et al. [1983] developed 

a model of the auroral boundaries parameterized by geomagnetic activity using Kp. This model 

is used to create the Auroral Boundary Index by extrapolating the latitude from DMSP 

identifications of the equatorward boundary of the aurora at various local times to midnight 

[Madden and Gussenhoven, 1990]. This is done by determining an “effective Kp” which fits the 

model to a particular identification and then calculating the latitude of the model boundary at 
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midnight with that effective Kp. Sotirellis and Newell [2000] organized their maps of particle 

precipitation with regard to precipitation boundaries. Boundaries may also be estimated from UV 

images by specifying threshold fluxes [e.g., Carbary, 2005]. 

 

Auroral boundary models are typically parameterized by Kp, although the boundaries are also 

found to vary with IMF parameters [e.g., Gussenhoven et al., 1981; Hardy et al., 1981]. For 

instance, OVATION-Prime [Newell et al., 2009] is parameterized by the solar wind coupling 

function 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑣b/j𝐵k
2/j𝑠𝑖𝑛n/j(𝜃X/2) [Newell et al., 2007]. This function is derived such 

that it is proportional to the rate that magnetic flux is opened at the magnetopause. 

 

A typical approach for auroral boundary models has been to bin measurements by MLT and then 

perform linear regressions in each bin of the boundary latitudes as a function of Kp [e.g., 

Gussenhoven et al., 1983; Carbary, 2005]. In order to determine if Kp is the best parameter to 

use for a boundary model, and to determine if using additional parameters can improve the 

model, we have created auroral boundary models using the DMSP and DE 2 boundary 

identification database, parameterized by various magnetic indices, solar wind coupling 

functions, and combinations thereof to compare their performance.  

 

3.2 Model Methodology 

The auroral boundary latitude is not typically a linear function of most of the parameters we 

tested, so linear regressions at each MLT sector was not plausible. There was also the problem of 

manually setting the bin spacing for two or more predictor variables for every combination of 
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variables we wished to explore to prevent the possibilities of certain bins having too many or too 

few data points. This is particularly an issue for data with a non-uniform data density where 

irregular bin sizes may be appropriate. It is also necessary to identify regions of low data density 

where interpolating through that region is required.  In order to regress for the boundary as a 

function of MLT and any set of other “predictor” variables, in a way which overcame these 

difficulties, we used a localized multilinear regression scheme outlined by Cleveland et al. 

[1988]. 

 

The N-dimensional predictor space (e.g., MLT, Kp, …) is divided into “hyperrectangles” by 

constructing a “k-d tree” (k-dimensional tree). This division is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 for a 

2-dimensional predictor space of MLT and AE. First, each dimension is normalized to have a 

unit variance. Then the predictor space is divided into two cells along the median MLT value. 

The variance along each predictor variable is calculated for the data within each cell. Each cell is 

then divided into two at the median of the predictor variable which has the most variance. This 

 
Figure 3.1. Division of boundary determinations (cyan points) in predictor space (MLT, AE) 
into rectangular cells by a k-d tree. Dashed lines extend across midnight. Local linear 
regressions are performed at each rectangle vertex. 
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process is repeated until the entire predictor space is divided into hyperrectangles, each 

containing no more than 20,000 boundary determinations, with the vertices of the 

hyperrectangles roughly tracking the data density in predictor space.  

 

Then local multilinear regressions are calculated at each hyperrectangle vertex in predictor space 

(e.g., MLT, AE, …) for the boundary latitude, as a function of the predictor variables. A local 

linear regression is simply a linear regression which is localized either with a window or a 

“kernel” weighting function for the data when calculating the Ordinary Least Squares solution 

such that data which is further away from the desired regression location (in predictor space; e.g., 

MLT and AE) has a smaller weight. A commonly used kernel is a simple Gaussian distribution. 

A kernel’s “bandwidth” is the parameter which controls its width (e.g., the standard deviation of 

a Gaussian distribution), which should be selected over a scale size that the variable being 

regressed (MLAT of the auroral boundary, in this case) is approximately linear. A local linear 

regression will not be biased towards the location of highest data density in the same way as a 

moving average. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.2, which compares the performance of a 

moving window average and a local linear regression for a data set with a significant data density 

gradient. The data density gradient is towards the left of the figure, which causes the moving 

average to be shifted towards the right. The are no data for x<0 and x>10, so the moving window 

average is similarly biased near the boundaries of the data range (to the right at x=0 and to the 

left at x=10). Our kernel regressions are then performed as a function of MLT and other 

predictor variables, instead of an average of bins, with bandwidths that also change as a function 

of MLT and AE to vary with the local data density. 
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A local multilinear regression is then performed at each vertex of the k-d tree dividing the 

predictor space, weighted by a tricube kernel function. The kernel bandwidths are determined 

such that they at least contain the nearest 10,000 neighboring boundary determinations. To 

compare distances in different predictor variables, a distance metric was used in which the 

maximum range of each predictor variable is scaled to 1. This distance metric was manually 

varied and found to not have a significant effect on the variance of residuals for any 

combinations of predictor variables. Then, the boundary latitude is interpolated between 

neighboring vertices, along the hyperrectangle edges, using a cubic interpolation fitted to the 

latitude of each vertex regression and the relevant slopes of the multilinear regressions. This 

specifies the latitude along each edge of each hyperrectangle dividing up the predictor space. In 

 
Figure 3.2. Comparison of a moving window average (purple) versus a local linear 
regression (red) for estimating a target function (green) from data with a random error (black 
‘x’s). Due to the gradient in the data density, the weighted average is biased in the direction 
of that gradient (to the left). There are no data for x<0 and x>10, and near those boundaries 
the moving average is similarly biased (to the right at x=0, and to the left at x=10). Using a 
local linear regression avoids this issue. 
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order to avoid large cubic interpolation errors between regressions which are too close to each 

other in predictor space, cells are not divided further if the resulting width is below a certain 

minimum. Then, the latitude is interpolated to any location within the hyperrectangles with a 

blended Coons patch interpolation [Coons, 1967], akin to a multilinear interpolation, to 

interpolate the regression model of the boundary latitude to each point in predictor space. 

 

This approach naturally avoids taking regressions in regions of predictor space where there is a 

low data density, interpolating through them instead. For instance, there are large gaps in the 

DMSP spacecraft data coverage at early morning and afternoon local times which grow wider at 

lower latitudes and higher magnetic activity. While these gaps are partially filled by the DE 2 

boundaries, there are much fewer DE 2 boundaries (>6000 boundaries versus the >940,000 orbits 

considered for DMSP spacecraft, see Figure 3.3). The large data density gradients also make a 

moving window average or binning and averaging scheme biased in the direction of the gradient. 

In general, this is a variable amount of bias that changes with the data density gradients, 

especially if bin edges were not equally spaced or a moving window size was changed to 

accommodate a changing data density.  

 

Using MLT as the first predictor variable, a variety of other magnetometer indices (AE, AU, AL, 

SYM-H, SYM-D, ASYM-H, ASYM-D, Kp, Dst) and solar wind coupling functions [e.g., Newell 

et al., 2007] were used as the second predictor. For all except the 3-hour Kp index and the 1-hour 

Dst index, different weighted averages were also tested. For the most successful parameter, 
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additional parameters were included to attempt to improve the regression, including the day of 

year and UT for seasonal or diurnal effects. 

 

3.3 Model Results 

For our empirical model of the equatorward edge of auroral precipitation, the best single 

parameter to use with MLT, which minimizes the sum of squared errors, was found to be a 3.5 

hour weighted average of the one-minute AE index, from 3.5 hours before each boundary 

determination to the time the determination was made. Following Newell et al. [2007], the AE 

average is weighted by a relative factor of 𝑤∆D (0<w<1), where ∆𝑡 is the time length before the 

boundary determination given in hours. This weighted average is given as 

 
Figure 3.3. Location of the equatorward auroral boundary in MLAT and MLT for a weighted 
average of AE equal to 100nT (yellow) and 1000nT (cyan). The grey points are all of the 
Newell boundary determinations of the equatorward edge of electron precipitation and the 
blue points are manually determined DE 2 boundaries. 
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𝐴𝐸j.x(𝑡+) = 𝐴𝐸 𝑡+ − 𝑡 𝑤(D7qD)/y+
24+

Dz+
/ 𝑤(D7qD)/y+

24+

Dz+
	 (3.1)	

where 𝐴𝐸(𝑡) is the one-minute AE index at time t, measured in minutes, with the boundary 

determination made at time 𝑡+. Through trial and error, the integration time of 3.5 hours was 

determined to be optimal for the regression, and the optimal w was w=0.7. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows examples of the equatorward auroral boundary model parameterized by AE3.5 

for values of 100 and 1000nT. In agreement with previous models, the center of the auroral oval 

is offset from the magnetic pole towards the early morning. The equatorward boundary is 

approximately circular, more so at higher activity levels, although a circular fit for a given 

activity level will deviate in latitude by +/- 0.5°. The performance of a regression is typically 

expressed in terms of the “percentage of variance explained.” This percentage is 1 minus the 

ratio of the data residuals to the regression to the data variance. Table 3.1 shows a representative 

sample of various combinations of parameters and the percentage of variance they explain. AE3.5 

notably outperforms the commonly used Kp index, although the 1-minute AE index does not.  

 

Of all the solar wind coupling functions tested by Newell et al. [2007] that we also tested, 

𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 performed the best, in agreement with their own regressions for various 

characterizations of the magnetosphere. Averaging over several hours improved the efficacy of 

each magnetometer index and solar wind coupling function, but Table 3.1 only lists the results of 

the optimal weighted averages of AE, BZ, and 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡. IMF and 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡	were both averaged 

similarly to AE3.5, and for both the optimal averaging period was found to be 5 hours, with a 
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weight of w=0.85. These averages are designated here as [𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0 and [BZ]5.0. 

[𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0 marginally outperformed the Kp index, and did almost as well as AE3.5 (69.4% 

versus 73.5% of variance explained). 

 

To test the possibility of improving the regression by considering a third parameter, several 

regressions were performed by adding an additional parameter to the regressions parameterized 

by (MLT, AE3.5) and (MLT, [𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0). Even when there was significant covariance of the 

model residuals with an additional parameter, including that parameter in the regression model 

typically reduced the performance. This is because increasing the dimensionality of the predictor 

space reduces the data density considerably. The local multilinear regressions then require wider 

bandwidths to include the same minimum number of boundary determinations, which has the 

effect of flattening out regressions. The k-d tree nodes are similarly spread further apart, 

Table 3.1. Model parameter performance. MLT is excluded from each list of parameters. 
 

Parameters Variance Explained  
BZ 

[BZ]5.0 

𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 
[𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0 

[𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0, [BY]3.0 

[𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0, DOYa 
SYM-H 

AU 
AL 
AE 
Kp 

AE3.5 
AE3.5, [BY]3.0 
AE3.5, DOYa 

36.7% 
48.7% 
43.4% 
69.4% 
64.8% 
69.3% 
55.2% 
57.5% 
57.8% 
63.0% 
64.8% 
73.5% 
66.8% 
74.7% 

aDay of year 
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increasing the interpolation error between regressions. These effects are typically more 

deleterious than the benefit of including any additional parameter. A notable exception to this is 

using AE3.5 and the day of year of the boundary determinations, as listed in Table 3.1, revealing a 

seasonal variation in the boundary latitudes. 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the seasonal variation of the boundary latitudes at 1800 MLT when binned 

separately by AE, Kp, and	𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡. Note that the values of 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 are calculated using 

units of km/s for solar wind velocity and nT for the magnetic field. When binning by AE there is 

a seasonal variation, which is similar at all local times, that is not seen for Kp. The seasonal 

variation is the same for both hemispheres without shifting the southern hemisphere data to 

match local summer/winter, and Figure 3.4 shows the combined results of both hemispheres. The 

minimum latitude is found near the equinoxes, and the maximum latitude is found near the June 

solstice for both hemispheres, with a 1-2° peak-to-peak amplitude, depending on local time. The 

December solstice latitudes are poleward of the equinox latitudes, but only slightly. A different 

seasonal variation is found when binning by 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡, in which the latitude is most poleward 

during both solstices, and most equatorward during the equinoxes, with a ~1° peak-to-peak 

amplitude, for all local times. All AE stations are in the northern hemisphere, and seasonal 

changes in the ionospheric conductance cause a variation in the auroral electrojets measured by 

AU [Ahn et al., 2000], with a maximum (minimum) electrojet magnitude in the June (December) 

solstice. As such, the AE bin of 250-350nT used in Figure 3.4a corresponds to less magnetic 

activity during the June solstice than the December solstice, hence the more poleward auroral 

boundary latitude. A semiannual variation with boundary latitude minima at the equinoxes, as  
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Figure 3.4. Box-and-whisker plots of the seasonal variation of auroral boundary latitudes at 
1800 MLT in both hemispheres for AE between 250-350nT (a), a Kp range of [2+, 3-] (b), 
and	𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 between 5000-6000. Seasonal variation which is present when binning by AE 
or 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 is not present when binning by Kp. Dashed lines are to the 9th and 91st percentile, 
notches denote the 95% confidence interval of the medians. 
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seen when binning by	𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡, in combination with the seasonal variation of AE accounts for 

the AE-binned boundary variation shown in Figure 3.4a. As shown in Table 3.1, incorporation of 

the day-of-year as an additional predictor variable in the AE3.5 parameterized boundary model 

does marginally improve the percent variance explained, however the June/December solstice 

asymmetry is likely unreal. Incorporation of the day-of-year in the	𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 parameterized 

model, also listed in Table 3.1, has no net effect on the variance explained. 

 

This seasonal behavior could be related to the Russell and McPherron [1973] effect, in which the 

“effective” southward IMF is greater during equinox periods due to the tilt of the Earth relative 

to the Sun-Earth direction. Note we used IMF data in Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) 

coordinates, in which the tilt of the rotational axis is not accounted for. It could also be 

dependent on the seasonally varying global distribution of ionospheric conductance. Newell et al. 

[2010] note that the nightside auroral electron energy flux averaged over both hemispheres is 

greater in equinoctial times than during the solstices, as the electron energy flux during local 

summer conditions is suppressed. Vorobjev and Yagodkina [2010] characterized the seasonal 

behavior of electron precipitation measured by DMSP F7, binned by AL, which does not have 

the same seasonal variation as AU, but found no seasonal variation in the latitude of the 

equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora. This difference in results may be due to the smaller 

amount of data, and thus larger bin size, used by Vorobjev and Yagodkina [2010].  

 

Another notable result is that we find no dependence on BY after parameterizing by AE3.5 or 

[𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0. Although this is not the case for the polar cap or other precipitation boundaries, 
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and the convection pattern in general, the equatorward edge of electron precipitation does not 

appear to vary with BY, despite the influence BY has on the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Matsui et 

al., 2005; Yan et al., 2005]. This was confirmed through manual inspection similar to Figure 3.4, 

as well as the diminished efficacy of models parameterized by (AE, BY) and (𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡, BY) 

shown in Table 3.1, regardless of the parameters used in the weighted average of BY. 

 

It is sometimes required to predict the entire auroral boundary from a single boundary 

determination made by a polar orbiting satellite. This can be done by fitting a model to that 

determination (e.g., finding an “effective” Kp), and then extrapolating the boundary latitude to 

different local times. This is required for the SAPS model described below. To test the 

effectiveness of the AE and 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 models, conjunction events where two DMSP satellites 

passed through the equatorward boundary within 1 minute of each other at different local times 

were considered. Figure 3.5 shows the median and interquartile range of the error when 

extrapolating the auroral boundary from one MLT to another using the AE3.5 model. Figure 3.5a 

is for pairs of boundary determinations in which one was made near 0700 MLT. The auroral 

boundary model is fit to the DMSP boundary crossing near 0700 MLT, and the latitude at the 

MLT of the second satellite boundary crossing is predicted using the “effective” AE3.5 of the fit. 

Figures 3.5b,c show the same calculation but with the model fit to 1800 and 2100 MLT. The 

interquartile range of the errors for these conjunctions are smaller the closer the second boundary 

determination is in MLT to the first. However, for this model the median error is within 1° even 

when predicting the dawnside boundaries from the evening, and vice versa. 
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Figure 3.6 compares the performance of extrapolating the boundary latitude of the AE3.5 model 

to the previous Kp-based model of DMSP boundary determinations described by Madden and 

Gussenhoven [1990], which is used to create the Auroral Boundary Index by a similar 

extrapolation to midnight. Also compared are a Kp-based model formed from Polar UVI images 

described by Carbary [2005], with the equatorward boundary set at the latitude that the UV 

photon number flux falls below a certain threshold, and a boundary model described by Xiong 

and Lühr [2014] derived from field-aligned currents measured by the CHAMP satellite. The 

 
Figure 3.5. Windowed median error in extrapolating the equatorward auroral boundary 
latitude from one MLT to another, calculated from conjunctions where pairs of boundary 
determinations are made within 1 minute of each other in which one determination occurred 
near 0700 MLT (a), 1800 MLT (b), and 2100 MLT (c). The median error in extrapolating the 
boundary is shown as a function of the MLT of the second boundary determination (solid blue 
line). Also shown is the interquartile range (dotted blue line). 
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Xiong and Lühr [2014] model is parameterized by a similar average of 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 to that which 

we use, except they use a weight of 𝑤 ≈ 0.135 and a 3-hour average for both the equatorward 

and poleward auroral boundaries. Although the spread of the distribution of errors (not shown in 

Figure 3.6) for the Madden and Gussenhoven [1990] model is similar to the AE3.5 model we 

have developed, the median errors for the Madden and Gussenhoven [1990] model are further 

from 0 than our model, especially when predicting the boundary latitude near dawn from a 

duskside observation (or vice versa). This implies a different shape of the aurora for these two 

 
Figure 3.6. Similar to Figure 3.5 except the boundary determination conjunctions are made 
within 5 minutes of each other. The median error in extrapolating from one boundary 
determination near 0700 (a), 1800 (b), and 2100 MLT (c) to a second determination as a 
function of the MLT of the second is shown for various models. This includes the AE3.5 based 
model described here (blue), “MG90” (red; Madden and Gussenhoven, 1990), “C05” (cyan; 
Carbary, 2005), and “XL14” (yellow; Xiong and Lühr, 2014) 
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models. It is possible to use a circular fit to the latitudes at all MLTs predicted by the Madden 

and Gussenhoven [1990] model for a particular Kp instead of linearly interpolating between 

MLTs, but this does not significantly improve the extrapolation error (median or interquartile 

range), and in many cases makes it worse. The larger errors for the Carbary [2005] model and 

the Xiong and Lühr [2014] model implies a significantly different shape of the modeled auroral 

oval, although these models are not directly measuring particle precipitation. At the very least, an 

auroral oval defined by the zero-energy particle precipitation boundaries will be wider than one 

derived from UV emissions [Kauristie et al., 1999]. 

 

The	𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡 based model we have developed performs similarly to the AE based model for 

extrapolation, so it is likely the more accurate shape of the auroral boundary predicted by these 

models is due to the difference in methodology and not the parameters used.  

 

Using a database of substorm onsets identified in the SuperMAG SML index [Gjerloev, 2012], 

similar to the methodology of OVATION-SM [Mitchel et al., 2013], we consider the boundary 

determinations made during and shortly before a substorm. The median difference between those 

boundary determinations and our boundary model are shown in Figure 3.7 as a function of time 

after substorm onset for several MLT sectors. Because the model is parameterized by AE3.5, a 3.5 

hour weighted average of AE, it does not capture the shorter timescale behavior associated with 

substorms.  
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From dusk to midnight, local times associated with the substorm auroral bulge [Gjerloev et al., 

2007], the median auroral boundary is equatorward of our model beginning from 30-60 minutes 

before the substorm onset. The median residual in latitude reaches a maximum amplitude of ~1° 

within 20 minutes after onset, and after an hour of onset the median boundary moves poleward 

of our model. This is consistent with the model not capturing a 30-60 minute long substorm 

growth phase associated with enhanced convection, typically beginning with a southward turning 

of IMF [McPherron, 1970], equatorward motion of the auroral bulge during the expansion phase 

[Nakamura, 1993], and an overestimation of the equatorward extent of the aurora in the recovery 

phase 1-2 hours later [Opgenoorth et al., 1994], when the AE3.5 average still includes the 

contribution of the AE substorm onset signature. Although there is not enough data in the early 

 
Figure 3.7. Windowed median of the residuals of the auroral boundary regression model as a 
function of time after substorm onset, identified in the SuperMAG substorm database, for 
multiple MLT sectors. Due to the model being parameterized by a 3.5 hour weighted average 
of AE, the model does not capture shorter timescale behavior related to substorms. 
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morning and afternoon to determine the extent in MLT that this behavior occurs, it is absent at 

dawn. In the post-dawn local times the median residuals are opposite in direction, such that the 

model is more equatorward than boundary determinations made near the substorm onset and 

expansion phase. This indicates a lack of response of the auroral boundary during the substorm 

expansion phase as compared to the boundaries at similar values of AE3.5, as regressed by the 

model.  

 

Despite the lack of substorm information, the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora is best 

described by a weighted average of the AE index followed closely by the solar wind coupling 

function 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡, both of which outperform the often used Kp index, as determined by the 

percent variance of the data explained. The latter is interesting, as it is calculated from upstream 

IMF and solar wind measurements, and thus can be used to forecast the equatorward extent of 

the aurora.  

 

There is a semiannual seasonal variation of the equatorward auroral boundary such that near the 

equinoxes the boundary is more equatorward than near the solstices. This variation, however, 

was not large enough to significantly benefit the local multilinear regression models through the 

inclusion of the day-of-year as a parameter, due to the deleterious effects of the increased 

dimensionality.  

 

Using conjunction events in which two DMSP satellites encountered the equatorward boundary 

of the aurora at nearly the same time, we have shown that these models are more effective at 
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extrapolating the auroral boundary than several previous models, including the boundary model 

created from DMSP particle precipitation data used to calculate the Auroral Boundary Index 

[Madden and Gussenhoven, 1990].  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

EMPIRICAL STUDY OF SAPS 

4.1 Subauroral Potential Model 

An empirical model of the median subauroral electric field has been developed as a function of 

MLT, degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora (using the aforementioned auroral boundary 

model), AE, and day of year, for each hemisphere. This model is a median of all subauroral 

measurements, without selecting for SAPS with an arbitrary threshold. Because of this, the 

model includes passes with SAID events, and the contribution of penetration electric fields, and 

the neutral-wind disturbance dynamo. For magnetically active periods, as measured by AE, and 

local times between the afternoon and midnight, the electric field calculated from this median 

subauroral potential model is representative of the latitudinally broad, low amplitude SAPS 

electric field, without the presence of SAID. This is due to the relative amplitudes and 

occurrence probabilities of the related sources of a subauroral electric field. We would note that 

we determined the standard deviation of the auroral boundary latitude for each value of Kp to be 

~3°	or	larger	for	each	hour	of	MLT. In orienting the model by degrees equatorward of the 

aurora, we avoid “smearing” out the subauroral electric field over this +/- 3°.  

 

As mentioned previously, the DMs onboard the DMSP and DE 2 satellites measure the ion drift 

velocities in the two directions perpendicular to the satellite velocity. At the satellite altitude of 

~840km, neutral drag is negligible and the ion drifts are governed by the electric and magnetic 
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fields. This results in an ExB plasma drift velocity (Eq. 1.13) in response to an applied electric 

field. The electric field component parallel to the satellite velocity is then given by: 

 

𝐸∥ = 𝑣O4𝐵O2 + 𝑣O2𝐵O4,	 (3.2)	

 

where 𝑣O4, 𝑣O2, 𝐵O4, and 𝐵O2 are the perpendicular components of the ion drift velocity and 

magnetic field. This parallel electric field can be integrated along the satellite orbit, assuming a 

negligible solenoidal component to the field, to calculate the difference in electric potential along 

the satellite track. Using 40° MLAT as a reference zero-potential, the potential integration along 

each satellite may be organized by MLAT and MLT.  

 

To remove the effect of mid-latitude quiet-time drifts and errors from possible misalignments 

between the DM orientation and the ram direction, a baseline is calculated for the DMSP passes 

from a linear interpolation of the average quiet time drifts measured at 40°	MLAT	at	either	side	

of	the	pole,	averaged	separately	for	each	hemisphere,	satellite,	and	month.	This baseline is 

then removed from each pass. The potential along the spacecraft trajectories are then calculated 

from the corrected drifts. For each pass, a constant offset in the potential is also removed so that 

the potential is 0 kV at the equatorward boundary of the SAPS electric field, determined when 

the gradient in the electric field grows above a threshold. We select a threshold which 

corresponds to a gradient in the westward drifts of ~25 m/s/°	MLAT. 
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The cross-track drifts are calculated from the DM measurements assuming the plasma drift in the 

direction of the satellite velocity is zero. This is reasonable, as the plasma drifts will typically be 

small compared to the DMSP satellite velocity of ~7.5 km/s, and will not significantly affect the 

angle in which the ions are measured to enter the DM aperture. However, near midnight and 

noon where the DMSP satellite tracks through the subauroral region are most likely to be nearly 

parallel with the auroral boundary, there may be a significant westward SAPS drift in the satellite 

ram direction and small cross-track drifts, and the relative error may become significant. The 

effect of the spacecraft potential on the measured cross-track drifts is also uncorrected. 

Spacecraft charging due to the thermal flux of electrons can lead to a negatively charged 

spacecraft which would accelerate ions towards the spacecraft. However, as with the ram drifts 

in general, the acceleration of ions through a typical ~0.5 V spacecraft potential (~400 m/s) 

should not introduce significant errors in the cross-track drifts due to the relatively large 

spacecraft velocity. For instance, a 400 m/s ram drift changes the cross drift measurements by 

less than 5% for a cross drift of 1000 m/s.  

 

For development of the subauroral potential model, only satellite passes through the subauroral 

region which have an associated zero-energy electron precipitation boundary identified by the 

algorithm described in Newell et al. [1996] were considered on the nightside. On the dayside, 

only passes with an associated CPS boundary were used [Newell et al., 1991]. These boundaries 

identify the equatorward extent of high auroral conductance from the precipitation of inner 

plasmasheet electrons, and is a natural boundary by which to order SAPS observations. Near pre-

midnight local times there is often a sharp change in the ionospheric conductance between the 
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subauroral region and the auroral region due to a nearly dispersionless boundary of precipitating 

electrons associated with substorm injection events. This sharp change in ionospheric 

conductance can affect the magnitude of the subauroral electric field structure [Southwood and 

Wolf, 1978]. Note that in the daytime, the difference between subauroral and auroral conductance 

is not as severe, and ordering afternoon SAPS observations by the equatorward boundary of 

electron precipitation is less motivated. The electric potential along the satellite track was then 

ordered by degrees MLAT equatorward of the zero-energy electron boundary. However, this is 

not as simple as taking the difference between the MLAT of the boundary and the MLAT of 

each data point in the subauroral region. A typical satellite trajectory does not stay in the same 

MLT sector as it passes through the subauroral region, as shown by the sample satellite track 

shown as a red line in Figure 4.1. As a DMSP satellite travels between the equatorward extent of 

the subauroral region and the equatorward electron precipitation boundary it can travel several 

 
Figure 4.1. Polar dial plot of the auroral equatorward boundary model for AE=100nT and 
1000nT (yellow and cyan lines respectively) with all boundary identifications identified by 
DMSP (grey) and DE 2 (blue) used in the boundary model. A sample subauroral satellite track 
for F16 is plotted, showing the possible range of MLT for a particular subauroral pass. 
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hours in MLT. The difference in MLAT of the auroral boundary model between 1800 and 2400 

MLT will be ~5° regardless of activity level.   

 

Therefore, a boundary model must be fit to the location of the particular boundary encountered. 

Because the availability of IMF data is lower than the AE index, especially in the 1980s and 

1990s, we used the auroral boundary model parameterized by AE3.5, a 3.5 weighted average of 

AE, despite the [𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡]5.0 model performing just as well. Then, for each subauroral drift 

measurement, the degrees MLAT equatorward of the auroral oval was calculated with respect to 

the auroral boundary model’s extrapolation to different MLTs.  

 

The result is a database of subauroral DMSP and DE 2 electric potential measurements as a 

function of MLT and degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora. The simplest way of creating an 

empirical subauroral potential model from this data would be to bin all of the data by MLT, 

degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora, Kp, and then average the potentials in each bin. 

However, this causes the same problems with the auroral boundary model due to the data density 

gradients. This is particularly a problem for a binned potential model, as the electric field is 

calculated from the gradient of the potential. A numerical gradient of a binned potential model 

with variable bin sizes to account for the widely varying data density will incur a variable 

amount of bias. In particular, this bias will shift equipotentials in the pre-midnight and post-

afternoon MLT sectors equatorward and away from dusk, stretching the SAPS width 

latitudinally and decreasing the electric field at those local times.  
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In addition, the distribution of electric potential measurements within a particular bin is not 

symmetric (see Figure 4.2).  The potential distributions at locations in the dusk and premidnight 

sectors close to the aurora have heavy tails at lower potentials associated with the possible 

occurrence of SAID, which can add upwards of 30kV to the subauroral potential drop. Figure 4.3 

shows an occurrence frequency map in MLT and MLAT of SAID events adapted from He et al. 

[2014], identified by the (arbitrary) threshold of a maximum westward drift of 1000 m/s. A 

SAID-like feature associated with the midlatitude trough does not have to be greater than 1000 

m/s, but rather exists as a feature on top of the latitudinally broad SAPS field which may be as 

small as a secondary peak above the background field with an amplitude as low as ~100 m/s in 

the subauroral drifts. This is how Foster and Vo [2002] identify drifts as being subauroral, as 

they used radar data and did not have simultaneous precipitating particle measurements to 

 
Figure 4.2. A histogram of potentials for a bin centered at AE=600nT, MLT=1800, and 
MLAT=0-1° equatorward of the aurora. Shown are the average potential (red) and the median 
potential (yellow).  
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identify the equatorward extent of the aurora.  They also associate drift profiles with SAPS that 

have an identifiable inflection point in the drifts which is not otherwise seen in the convection 

electric field pattern (see the top panel of Figure 4.4).  The SAID-like features are the cause of 

the tail on the negative potential side of the potential distribution in Figure 4.2. Because of this, 

averaging the potentials in a bin such as was done by Foster and Vo [2002] results in a potential 

map which is not representative of the distribution. For instance, if the most likely potential (the 

mode) did not move for higher activity levels but the occurrence frequency of SAID events 

became larger, the tail of the potential distribution would grow heavier and the average would 

drop to lower potentials without a change in the mode. It is not clear if there is a non-arbitrary 

way of separating out these different populations of drift profiles (SAPS with SAID versus SAPS 

without) or if it would be appropriate to consider them as separable phenomena. However, one 

 
Figure 4.3. Occurrence frequency of SAID (max. drifts > 1000 m/s) as a function of MLT 
and MLAT for Kp >= 4. Adapted from He et al. [2014]  
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can approximate the mode of the system by taking the median at each location in MLT and 

MLAT, which is less sensitive to outliers. This would then be a model of the most likely 

subauroral electric field given a particular value of AE. 

  

Due to the relative occurrence likelihood of the latitudinally broad SAPS field [Yeh et al., 1991] 

compared to SAID [He et al., 2014], the relatively small disturbance dynamo drifts [Blanc and 

Richmond, 1980] compared to the SAPS drifts, and the relatively short life time of penetration 

electric fields [Jaggi and Wolf, 1973] compared to SAPS, and given the unimodal distribution of 

 
Figure 4.4. Sample radar measured drift profiles of SAPS from Foster and Vo [2002]. Note 
the inflection point in the drifts from the top panel and the secondary peak of the second 
panel from the top. 
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potentials at a given location in which there is no identifiable separation of populations (see 

Figure 4.2), it would be more appropriate to interpret such a median potential model as a model 

of the most likely SAPS field without the presence of SAID or SAID-like features associated 

with the midlatitude trough when considering MLTs from afternoon to midnight for magnetically 

active periods.  

 

To obtain the median while still avoiding the problems associated with bin-averaging with a 

local linear regression scheme, it is necessary to use a multivariate Theil-Sen estimator 

regression. This method calculates the slope of a linear regression as the median of the slopes 

between each possible pair of data points. A univariate linear regression model 𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑥 may 

use the Theil-Sen estimator for 𝛽, and define the y-intercept 𝛼 as the median of 𝑦K − 𝛽𝑥K. A 

multivariate generalization of this method [e.g., Dang et al., 2008; Zhou and Serfling, 2008] 

requires an extension of the concept of median to multiple dimensions. For simplicity, we used 

the geometric median, defined as the vector a which minimizes 𝒙K − 𝒂K , as a vector of 

component-wise univariate medians would not be invariant to a rotation of the coordinate 

system. In this way, a subauroral model may be produced that estimates the mode of the potential 

distribution as a function of MLT, degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora, day of year, and 

AE.  

 

The SAPS model was calculated as a function of a 5-minute running average of the AE index, as 

a 5-minute average has a higher correlation with the subauroral potential drop in the dusk to 

midnight sectors than shorter or longer averages, as well as Kp, Dst, or SYM-H. The range of 
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AE for which the model is defined is limited by the amount of data required for a regression. For 

values of AE > 1000nT, the model is limited to a few hours MLT in the dusk and dawn regions.  

 

It is possible to estimate the error of our model by estimating the sampling error of a median 

taken within the regression windows at each location in predictor space that our model has 

enough data to be regressed.  The distribution of medians of sample populations of n samples 

with a density function f(x) is asymptotically normal with a variance of 𝜎c2 = 4𝑛𝑓(𝑚)2 q4, 

where m is the median of f(x). If f(x) is roughly estimated to be normally distributed with a 

variance 𝜎2 and mean equal to the sample variance and mean, then the sample median standard 

error is 𝜎c = 𝜋𝜎2 2𝑛. Even for regressions made with 100-1000 data points, the standard 

error for the median potential is rarely larger than 1 kV in magnitude, except within the auroral 

zone where the median potential is large compared to the error. In the subauroral region, the 

estimated sampling error of the median potential is negligible relative to the median potential at 

all locations in which the model is defined. However, small errors in the potential can become 

significant errors in an electric field calculated by taking the numerical gradient of the potential.  

 

Figure 4.5 shows the subauroral electric potential model calculated in this manner as a function 

of MLT and degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora, for AE=400nT. Figure 4.6 shows that 

same subauroral potential map, now shifted into MLAT using the auroral boundary model (black 

dashed line). This representation can be deceiving geometrically, as there is a 14-hour range in 

MLT but only a 20°	range	in	MLAT.	Figure	4.7	shows	the	same	potential	map	as	Figure	4.5	

and	4.6	but	as	a	radial	plot,	which	shows	SAPS	extending	all	the	way	from	midnight	to		
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Figure 4.5. The subauroral potential model for AE=400nT in MLT and degrees MLAT 
equatorward of the aurora for the northern hemisphere in the summer. The dashed black line 
is 0 degrees equatorward of the aurora. The white contour lines demarcate every 5 kV. Note 
the data gap in the early morning and afternoon, particularly at lower latitudes due to low 
DMSP coverage. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.6. The same potential map as in Figure 4.5 but now in MLAT. The dashed black line 
is the auroral boundary model for AE=400nT. 
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noon.   

 

Figure 4.8 shows a side by side comparison of a particular subauroral electric field model 

(northern hemisphere, AE=650nT) calculated with the Theil-Sen method and a model from 

Foster and Vo [2002] (Kp = 6-, northern hemisphere, all seasons). The westward drifts are 

calculated from the subauroral potential model assuming a centered dipole magnetic field model 

and an altitude of 800 km.  

 

Broadly speaking there is a fair degree of qualitative agreement between the models. However, 

in general the drifts in our model are smaller in magnitude and latitudinal extent, particularly 

after 2000 MLT. Note that it is not entirely appropriate to compare a model parameterized by Kp 

 
Figure 4.7. The same plot as Figure 4.6 as a polar diagram, without the extension of the 
potential model to auroral latitudes. Note the change in the color scale, and that for visual 
purposes the center of the radial plot is 80° instead of 90°. 
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with one parameterized by AE, as they only roughly correlate and Kp is a 3-hour index 

calculated from the maximum perturbations during that time. However, 650nT is close to the 

median AE value for Kp=6-.  

  

There are three main causes for the differences between the models. First, Foster and Vo [2002] 

use radar data without any precipitating particle data and can only use drift profiles with a clear 

subauroral signature separated from the westward convection cell. This signature is either a 

secondary maximum, such as with SAPS which contain an embedded SAID, or an inflection 

point in the westward drifts not seen in the two-cell convection pattern. Although these 

signatures are commonly observed with SAPS, often drift profiles can be found in the DMSP 

dataset in which there are significant electric fields in the subauroral region without any such 

 

Figure 4.8. Side by side comparison of our preliminary model with the model from Foster 
and Vo [2002]. (left) The Foster and Vo [2002] model of directly measured drifts by radar at 
altitudes of 200km-1000km for Kp = 6-. (right) Our preliminary model for AE = 650nT for 
the northern hemisphere in summer. Drifts are calculated from the potential model assuming 
a centered dipole magnetic field and an altitude of 800km. The color scale on the right has 
been chosen to approximate the contour fills on the left. 
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signature (see Figure 4.9 for an example). Also excluded are any drift profiles in which there are 

only negligible subauroral electric fields. It may be appropriate to exclude those instances from a 

SAPS model were there actually two distinguishable populations. In general, however, there is 

no clear threshold by which this can be done (as can be inferred from the typical distribution of 

subauroral potentials given in Figure 4.2). 

 

The second difference is that Foster and Vo [2002] average over the collection of SAPS 

observations, whereas we take the median of all subauroral measurements. The third difference 

is that we organize the data not by MLAT but by degrees equatorward of the aurora. Because of 

 
Figure 4.9. An example SAPS profile. The first panel is the precipitating electron spectra as 
a function of MLAT, with ion drifts in the second panel, and the perturbation to the magnetic 
field in the third. This demonstrates a subauroral electric field (equatorward of precipitation), 
which is roughly tracked by FACs (as evidenced by the perturbation dB to the magnetic field), 
that look like an extension of the convection electric field. It is not clear that this example of 
SAPS would be identified in the methodology of Foster and Vo [2002]. 
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this, our model largely agrees with Foster and Vo [2002] near dusk, but later than 2000 MLT, 

where SAID are mostly likely to occur, our model predicts a lower median subauroral field, 

more representative of a latitudinally broad, low amplitude SAPS field. Foster and Vo [2002] 

also have SAPS extending all the way to dawn. Past midnight, the SAPS occurrence frequency is 

at most 30% during periods of high magnetic activity. For this reason, the median potentials are 

close to 0 kV, and our model predicts a negligible subauroral field at these local times. Strictly, 

our model is of the subauroral potential regardless of source. Alternatively, our model could be 

considered a SAPS model which already has the occurrence frequency taken into account. The 

most likely SAPS field at a given AE index is one which does not extend beyond midnight. Any 

global model which only considers a selection of SAPS events observed at a particular MLT 

sector will not reflect that fact. This is significant for event modeling, in which one wishes to 

compare a thermospheric or plasmaspheric model, which takes a global electric field as an input, 

to observations of the thermosphere or plasmasphere.  

 

Figure 4.10 shows the variation of SAPS flows for AE=200nT, 500nT, and 800nT. For 

increasing magnetic activity levels, SAPS grow wider and larger in amplitude, reaching flows 

above 1000 m/s in the dusk sector but remaining below 500 m/s near midnight. SAPS are also 

found at lower latitudes for higher activity levels, although that is due both to the SAPS width 

growing and the auroral boundary moving equatorward at higher activity levels. 

 

Figure 4.11 shows westward drift profiles from the SAPS model at 1600, 1800, 2000, 2200 MLT 

for AE equal to 200, 400, and 800nT in the northern hemisphere for each season. The seasonal 
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Figure 4.10. Westward ion drifts for (a) AE=200nT, (b) AE=500nT, and (c) AE=800nT, 
calculated from the SAPS potential model just as Figure 4.8 for the northern hemisphere near 
summer solstice.  Note the auroral boundary model latitude (dotted line) moving equatorward 
for higher activity levels. 
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variation can be seen for each combination of MLT and AE, with the equinox drifts (blue lines) 

being larger than solstice drifts (red lines) for 1800 and 2000 MLT, without the same signature at 

1600, or as strongly varying at 2200 MLT. Because of the MLT sectors which do vary with 

equinox, it is tempting to attribute this seasonal behavior to the seasonally dependent SAID 

occurrence number (see Figure 4.12) variably displacing the median SAPS field from a possibly 

unchanging mode, or most likely SAPS field. However, Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the 

median drifts at 1800 MLT, 0-1° equatorward of the aurora, for AE=400nT, as a function of 

season. Also shown are the seasonal variations of the 1st and 3rd quartile range. The entire 

distribution of westward drifts shows this variation, so this is not caused by a changing 

occurrence frequency of SAID.  

 

The maximum in the subauroral drifts derived from the median electric potential model, shown 

in Figure 4.11, typically change by ~200 m/s between AE=200nT, 400nT, and 800nT, but can 

extend upwards of 5° MLAT more equatorward of the aurora. Note that the SAPS widths range 

from 10 to 15° MLAT wide, but they reach the westward drift threshold of 100 m/s, commonly 

used for identifying SAPS events, 5 to 10° equatorward of the aurora. At 2000 MLT for 

AE=800nT, the median electric potential pattern results in drifts almost reaching the commonly 

cited (albeit arbitrary) 1000 m/s maximum drift threshold to identify a SAID, although the 

median drifts are much wider in latitude than a typical SAID (1-2°). Whereas the equinox drifts 

for 1800-2000 MLT will have clear local maxima in the subauroral region (1-2° equatorward of 

the aurora), the drifts for 1600 MLT and the solstice drifts for 1800 MLT appear to be an 

extension of the westward auroral convection cell. Anderson et al. [1991] noted that the  
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Figure 4.11. MLT slices of westward ion drifts derived from the SAPS potential model 
assuming a dipole magnetic field at an altitude of 850km in the northern hemisphere, centered 
at each season as a function of MLAT. Each plot is the drift profile for a separate value of MLT 
and AE, with the rows varying in MLT (1600, 1800, 2000, and 2200) and the columns varying 
in AE (200nT, 400nT, and 800nT). The dotted black lines are the location of the auroral 
boundary in our model at the given value of AE and MLT. Drifts are largest at equinox, higher 
activity levels, and earlier MLT, with a latitudinal width which does not change appreciably in 
MLT but grows for higher activity levels. 
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Figure 4.12. Occurrence number of SAID by month in the SAID database described in He 
et al. [2014]. 

 
Figure 4.13. The westward ion drift distribution at 1800 MLT for 0-1° equatorward of the 
aurora and AE = 350-450nT binned by the day of year. Blue (red) circles give the median 
drifts for the northern (southern) hemisphere, and blue and red ‘x’s give the 1st and 3rd quartile 
range. The vertical cyan lines approximately mark the spring and fall equinoxes. 
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subauroral drifts near midnight appear to be separated from the high latitude convection but near 

dusk, they appear embedded in the high latitude convection. At 2200 MLT, SAPS flow peaks 

near the auroral boundary.  

 

Previous statistical studies have shown an approximately linear decay in the maximum westward 

SAPS drifts in MLT from dusk to midnight [Foster and Vo, 2002; Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri 

et al., 2017]. However, Clausen et al. [2012] reported an exponential decay in the SAPS velocity 

as a function of MLT using SuperDARN radars to simultaneously view a SAPS event on 9 April, 

2010 over six hours of MLT for three consecutive hours of UT. The SAPS they observed peaked 

near midnight at 1000 m/s and decayed towards dawn, falling below 100 m/s between 0400 and 

0600 MLT. Figure 4.14 shows our statistical results for AE = 200nT, 400nT, and 800nT during 

equinox and solstice months in the northern hemisphere, which, in agreement with previous 

 
Figure 4.14. Maximum subauroral westward ion drifts as a function of MLT for the northern 
hemisphere during equinox (a) and solstice (b) for AE=200nT (blue), 500nT (green) and 
800nT (red). Dashed lines show a linear fit between 1900-2400 MLT. 
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statistical efforts, also shows a linear trend for 1900-2400 MLT. The SAPS model developed by 

Kunduri et al. [2017] finds approximately linear trends which become less linear near dusk for 

high levels of geomagnetic activity. In our model, SAPS are linear between 1900-2400 MLT 

during equinox, with maximum drifts at 1900. During solstice, the drifts are overall lower and 

remain approximately linear to 1700 MLT, with maximum drifts at 1700. Note that the 

maximum subauroral potential drop is still found from 1800-2000 MLT for all seasons. 

 

The SAPS model developed by Kunduri et al. [2017] is binned by the hourly index Dst. Their 

most active bin is -75nT<Dst<-150nT, within which the median AE index is 595nT. They find 

SAPS drifts which range from 750-400m/s for 1800-2400 MLT. This agrees with our model for 

AE=400nT during equinox but is closer to AE=800nT during solstice. In general, their SAPS 

model falls within the seasonal variation of ours, except close to midnight, where our model 

consistently predicts lower drifts (~100 m/s lower). The Kunduri et al. [2017] model is made 

from binned averages of 3053 SAPS events of predominately westward drifts >100 m/s.  These 

drifts are identified as subauroral with an auroral boundary model fit to all energetic particle 

precipitation boundaries measured by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) Polar Orbiting Environment Satellites (POES) satellites in +/- 40 minutes. The average 

models of Kunduri et al. [2017] may avoid the contribution of low occurrence frequency SAID, 

which tend to pull the average drifts significantly from the mode (see Figure 4.2), and agree 

more with our model than Foster and Vo [2002], due to the spatial and temporal averaging 

effects of the fitting techniques used to measure global ionospheric convection with SuperDARN 

radars [Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998].  
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The features of our subauroral potential model are approximately the same in the northern and 

southern hemispheres, as demonstrated in Figure 4.15. Although SAPS have been previously 

shown to vary inversely with subauroral conductivity [e.g. Wang et al., 2008], for the SAPS 

electric potential to be magnetically conjugate between hemispheres, a statistical ensemble of 

SAPS events for the northern and southern hemisphere would have to have similar properties. 

Kunduri et al. [2012] used SuperDARN radars with conjugate fields of view to observe a SAPS 

event simultaneously in both hemispheres. Although the SAPS electric potential difference was 

similar over both hemispheres, the drifts in the northern hemisphere were smaller and wider 

latitudinally than in the southern hemisphere. They attributed this to the difference in ionospheric 

conductivity (the event occurred 4 August, 2010) and possible distortion of an otherwise 

approximately dipolar magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere.  While this may be true of any 

 
Figure 4.15. MLT slices of westward ion drifts, calculated just as Figure 3.18, for 1800 
MLT and AE=400nT for the northern hemisphere (solid lines) and southern hemisphere 
(dashed lines) centered on spring equinox (cyan), fall equinox (yellow), summer solstice in 
the northern hemisphere (red), and winter solstice in the northern hemisphere (blue). The 
dotted black line is the equatorward auroral boundary. The SAPS field in the model is fairly 
conjugate between hemispheres. 
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particular SAPS event, the hemispheric symmetry in our empirical model shows that this does 

not occur frequently enough to cause hemispheric asymmetry in the median SAPS field. It is 

important to note that the SAPS they observed appeared as a narrow, high-amplitude SAID in the 

southern hemisphere and a SAID embedded in a 5-6° MLAT wide, low-amplitude field in the 

northern hemisphere, and likely unrepresentative of the median subauroral electric field 

regressed for in our model. SAID measured by DMSP in both hemispheres during solstice have 

been previously shown to have similar potential drops as well [Burke et al., 2000].  

 

Figure 4.16 shows two versions of the subauroral electric field model, binned by F10.7 cm solar 

flux index, which is correlated with EUV solar flux. At 1800 MLT, for AE=400nT, the 

subauroral drifts are larger by 100-200m/s and a few degrees MLAT wider for F10.7 < 125 solar 

flux units (sfu) than they are for F10.7 > 175 sfu, implying that the drifts are larger given the 

 
Figure 4.16. Westward ion drifts for 1800 MLT in the northern hemisphere centered on the 
summer solstice for AE=400nT, during high 10.7 cm radio solar flux (F10.7 > 175 sfu; red 
line), and low flux (F10.7 < 125 sfu; blue line). The dotted black line is the equatorward 
auroral boundary. Subauroral drifts are larger during lower solar flux, implying an inverse 
relationship with ionospheric conductivity. 
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same value of AE for lower conductivity. This comports with a current generator model for 

SAPS production. This, however, neglects the effect that varying solar flux may have on the AE 

index through changes in the ionospheric conductivity. 

 

The greater degree of agreement between solstice and equinox drifts for MLT sectors earlier than 

1800 hours and greater than 2000 hours may be an effect of the flux tube integrated conductivity.  

Wang et al. [2008] used two years of DMSP measurements and categorized 7760 SAPS events 

by whether their ionospheric flux tube footprint in both hemispheres was sunlit, in darkness 

(solar zenith angle ≥ 100°), or one footprint was sunlit and the other in darkness (sunlit-dark). 

They found a maximum occurrence frequency of sunlit-dark SAPS near 1900 MLT. It could be 

the case that the flux-tube average conductance for equinox conditions is lower than solstice 

conditions. A rough estimate can be made for the solar zenith angles (SZA) of the footprints of a 

magnetic flux tube by assuming a centered magnetic dipole field, aligned with the rotational axis. 

At equinox, the SZA at both footprints at 1800 MLT must be 90°, regardless of the subauroral 

latitude, whereas the footprints for 60° invariant latitude (close to 60° latitude at ionospheric 

altitudes) if the rotational axis was rotated 23° towards the Sun would give SZA angles of ~70° 

and ~110° during solstice. Ieda et al. [2014] calculated the approximate conductance for solar 

EUV created ionospheres as a function of SZA using the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) 

radar observations at Tromsø. They report Pedersen conductances of ~5 S for a SZA of 70°, 1.5 

S for 90°, and ~0 S for 110°. Within this simplification, the equinox flux tube would have a 

lower total flux-tube integrated conductance (~3 S) than the solstice flux tube (~5 S), despite 

having two sunlit ionospheric footprints instead of one. Thus, current driven SAPS electric fields 
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may be expected to be larger. This effect would be limited to MLT sectors in which sunlit-dark 

flux tubes are likely, and would explain the diminished seasonal variation for MLT earlier than 

1800 MLT and later than 2000 MLT. Modelling the thermosphere and ionosphere during solstice 

periods may provide clarification to the seasonal variation in ionospheric conductance at both 

flux tube footprints and explain the SAPS seasonal variation.  

 

This subauroral electric field model, parameterized by MLT, MLAT, AE, season, and 

hemisphere, is representative of SAPS during magnetically disturbed periods. Along with the 

broad agreement with previous statistical efforts (Foster and Vo, 2002; Wang et al., 2008; 

Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri et al., 2017), this model shows for the first time the seasonal 

SAPS variation and that SAPS are statistically symmetric in both hemispheres. The latitudinal 

profile of the median SAPS electric field is MLT dependant, with changes in the electric field 

gradient at the auroral boundary and secondary maxima that are only present in certain local 

times. This model supports the hypothesis that the latitudinally broad, low amplitude SAPS 

electric field is a current driven phenomenon, that is magnetically conjugate between 

hemispheres despite the hemispheric asymmetry of the ionospheric conductivity. 

 

4.2 Geomagnetic Storm and Substorm Superposed Epoch Study 

An alternative way in which the subauroral electric field model can be parameterized is by storm 

phase, or time since geomagnetic storm commencement. During geomagnetic storms there is a 

significant enhancement of the ring current and the convection electric field, both of which affect 

the presence and magnitude of SAPS. The divergence of the asymmetric ring current component, 
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which dominates during the storm main phase and early recovery phase [Cison Brandt et al., 

2000; Liemohn et al., 2001], drives subauroral Region 2 FACs which are responsible for SAPS 

[Ridley and Liemohn, 2002]. Previous studies have shown that the SAPS magnitude varies with 

Dst [e.g., Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri et al., 2017], which measures the magnetic pertubation 

caused by the symmetric ring current, as well as ASYM-H [Clausen et al., 2012], which 

measures the asymmetric ring current. The latitudinally narrow, high amplitude SAID field 

which is typically associated with substorms can also be found during storms without the 

occurrence of substorms [Burke et al., 2000; Anderson et al., 2000, 2004]. 

 

Taylor et al. [1994] showed that geomagnetic storms beginning with a sudden storm 

commencement are caused by a shock in the solar wind associated with coronal mass ejections 

which compresses the magnetosphere, while gradual storms [Akasofu, 1965] are caused by solar 

wind fast/slow stream interfaces. In general, the southward component of the IMF plays a crucial 

role in initiation of a geomagnetic storm and the storm intensity [Yokoyama and Kamide, 1997]. 

 

Using a list of 518 geomagnetic storms from 1981 to 2012 based on identifications made by the 

Kakioka Magnetic Observatory, we have created a storm-time SAPS model parameterized by 

SYM-H and time during each storm phase. This was done similarly to the AE based model, by 

regressing for SYM-H and “storm time” instead of AE and day-of-year. No attempt was made to 

separate out the effects of SAID or substorms, other than by taking Theil-Sen regressions to 

approximate the median behavior as with the AE based model, so the effect these events may 

have on the model are included. 
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The “storm time” is defined as the time elapsed after a sudden commencement, after the 

beginning of the main phase, or after the beginning of the recovery phase. Each geomagnetic 

storm with a main phase identified was scaled so that each storm main phase had a duration of 7 

hours, close to the median duration of 6.8 hours. Likewise, the recovery phase was scaled so that 

each storm recovery phase had a duration of 40 hours, close to the median duration of 38.8 

hours. Storms were not separated by whether or not they had a sudden commencement, as 

Jocelyn and Tsurutani [1990] have indicated that the storm properties are not critically 

dependent on the occurrence of a sudden commencement before the main phase. For every storm 

which began with a sudden storm commencement, an initial phase is defined between the time of 

sudden commencement and the beginning of the main phase. If a storm had a sudden 

commencement, data occuring during this phase was scaled in time such that each initial phase 

had a duration of 3 hours, close to the median duration of 3.4 hours. 5 hours preceeding the 

storm commencement (sudden or gradual) and 5 hours after the storm end were also considered.  

 

SYM-H was included as a parameter to destinguish between storms of different strengths. Figure 

4.17 shows the results for the model for 1800 MLT and 0° MLAT equatorward of the aurora. 

This can be interpreted as the total subauroral potential drop at 1800 MLT as a function of storm 

phase and SYM-H. As expected, the subauroral potential drop is larger the more negative SYM-

H is. However, for a constant value of SYM-H, the SAPS potential is much larger during and a 

few hours after the main phase than it is during the recovery phase. This indicates that a model 

parameterized by SYM-H or Dst such as Erickson et al. [2011] or Kunduri et al. [2017] will not 

have captured the storm time variation of SAPS, as SAPS during a similar SYM-H from the 
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main phase and the recovery phase are being averaged together, despite the larger magnitudes 

during the main phase. For relatively weak magnetic storms for which SYM-H peaks at -40nT, 

the subauroral potential will have returned to a quiet time value of -5kV halfway through the 

recovery phase, whereas for the average storm plotted in Figure 4.17, the SAPS potential does 

not return to quiet time values until after the storm ends.  

 

Figure 4.18 shows the storm phase variation of SAPS versus SYM-H more explicitly, in which 

the median total subauroral potential at 1800 MLT is shown versus SYM-H for the different 

phases.  For the same value of SYM-H, the median subauroral potential in the main phase can be 

~20% larger during the main phase than the recovery phase. For a SYM-H index near -20nT, the 

 
Figure 4.17. Subauroral potential at 1800 MLT and 0° equatorward of the aurora as a 
function of storm phase and SYM-H. The scaled storm commencement time t0 is at 0 hours, 
the scaled main phase begins at tM = 3 hours, the scaled recovery phase begins at tR = 10 
hours, and the storm ends at a scaled tf = 50 hours. White contour lines are shown at 5kV 
intervals, and the average SYM-H as a function of storm phase of all the storms considered 
is shown by the white line with black outline. 
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median subauroral potential drop is near a quiet-time value of -5kV in the recovery phase, but 

more than double that in the main phase. Note also that the SAPS potential drop is larger for 

larger positive values of SYM-H in the initial storm phase.  

 

Figure 4.19 shows the MLT and MLAT distribution of the westward ion drifts derived from a 

SAPS storm time model near the end of the main phase for a SYM-H of -105nT. The potential 

model was shifted from MLAT equatorward of the aurora to MLAT with the AE3.5 based auroral 

boundary model instead of a model based on SYM-H. The AE3.5 value used is determined by a 

linear interpolation of AE3.5 as a function of SYM-H. The SAPS width and shape is in general 

similar to the AE based SAPS model, although the SAPS magnitude of a relatively moderate 

strength storm shown in Figure 4.19 is not seen in the AE3.5 model except for very large AE3.5 

(~1000nT, see Figure 4.10). 

 

 
Figure 4.18. Windowed median of the total subauroral potential at 1800 MLT as a function 
of SYM-H for observations made during the initial phase (blue), main phase (green), and 
recovery phase (red).  
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The storm-time model parameterized by SYM-H and storm phase can model the SAPS electric 

field for any particular storm by using the particular SYM-H profile during the storm. To model 

a typical storm, another subauroral potential model has been created which is parameterized by 

the minimum SYM-H reached by a storm during which observations are made, instead of the 

instantaneous SYM-H at the times observations are made. The bandwidths for SYM-H for this 

model are set such that they span the 0th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentiles of the distribution 

of minimum SYM-H values for all storms considered, instead of using a nearest-neighbor 

approach. The first, second, and third quartiles of the minimum SYM-H values of the storms are 

at -76nT, -100nT, and -136nT respectively. For MLT, MLAT, and storm time, the bandwidths 

are still selected by finding the bandwidths which would include a minimum number of 

 

 
Figure 4.19. Westward ion drifts as a function of MLT and MLAT for a storm-time SAPS 
model 9 hours after storm commencement, near the end of the scaled main phase, for -105nT 
SYM-H. White contours are shown at 250 m/s intervals. The storm phases are scaled such 
that the main phase ends at 10 hours. The auroral boundary model (dashed black) is used to 
shift the potentials from degrees MLAT equatorward of the aurora to MLAT for AE3.5 = 
708nT. This value was determined by a linear regression for SYM-H as a function of AE3.5. 
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neighboring data. Then the potentials are similarly regressed for by local Theil-Sen linear 

regressions as a function of MLT, MLAT, storm time, and the minimum SYM-H of the storm 

the observations were made in. Thus, SAPS during a typical storm may be modeled throughout a 

storm by specifying only the minimum SYM-H reached.  

 

Figure 4.20 shows the subauroral potential drop at 1800 MLT for different storm strengths as a 

function of time throughout the storm. As expected, the stronger ring current associated with 

stronger storms is associated with larger SAPS potentials. For all storm strengths, the subauroral 

potential drop begins to grow at the sudden storm commencement (t0) and continues to grow 

throughout the main phase (tM to tR). After the beginning of the recovery phase (tR), the 

subauroral potential drop begins to recover to quiet-time values similarly to the Dst index.  

 
Figure 4.20. Total subauroral potential drop at 1800 MLT as a function of storm time for 4 
different values of the minimum SYM-H reached during a storm. These values come from 
the SAPS model which uses the minimum SYM-H reached during each storm as a 
regression parameter, instead of the instantaneous SYM-H value for each observation. 
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Figure 4.21 shows the westward ion drifts derived from the subauroral potential model halfway 

through the main phase for a storm which has a minimum SYM-H of 105nT. The result is very 

similar for the model shown in Figure 4.19.  It is clear from comparing Figure 4.20 and the 

average SYM-H storm profile shown in Figure 4.17 that SAPS grow faster than the Dst index 

during the main phase. This is why using SYM-H to parameterize a SAPS model (without storm 

phase information) misses the storm phase variation of SAPS, as shown in Figure 4.18.  

 

This difference in SAPS magnitude between storm phases is not as apparent when using ASYM-

H, which indicates the strength of the asymmetric ring current component, to organize SAPS 

observations. Figure 4.22 shows the median subauroral potential drop at 1800 MLT as a function 

of ASYM-H for the different storm phases, similarly to Figure 4.18. The differences between the 

 
Figure 4.21. Similar to Figure 4.19 for a model parameterized by the storm minimum SYM-
H of -115nT halfway through the main phase (6.5 hours). 
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main and recovery phase are not significant, except for small values of ASYM-H, where the 

main phase will have a median SAPS potential of ~10kV compared to the recovery phase of 

~5kV, typical of the quiet time subauroral potential. During the initial phase for large values of 

ASYM-H the SAPS potential can be off by ~10kV (~50% of the potential of the main and 

recovery phase). This result indicates that ASYM-H is a more appropriate index than Dst or 

SYM-H to parameterize a SAPS model which does not explicitly account for storm phase.  

 

Figure 4.23 shows the total subauroral potential drop at 1800 MLT as a function of storm phase 

and ASYM-H, similarly to Figure 4.17. Although the for lower values of ASYM-H (~50nT), the 

potentials during the recovery phase match the potentials during the main phase, at higher values 

of ASYM-H the potential is larger near the end of the main phase, just as with SYM-H. This is 

 
Figure 4.22. Windowed median of the total subauroral potential at 1800 MLT as a function 
of ASYM-H for observations made during the initial phase (blue), main phase (green), and 
recovery phase (red). Organizing SAPS by ASYM-H results in less of a variation between 
storm phases, as shown in Figure 4.18. 
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not represented in Figure 4.22, which combines all observations within a phase. However, the 

storm time variation for a constant value of ASYM-H is not as large as SYM-H, and would still 

indicate ASYM-H as the better index to parameterize a SAPS model which does not account for 

storm phase. 

 

The variation of SAPS can be similarly studied using the previously discussed list of substorm 

onset identifications in the SML SuperMAG index. Using more than 16,000 substorm onset 

times from 2001-2010, subauroral DMSP observations within an hour before or three hours after 

a substorm onset were identified.  During substorms there is a sharp increase in the particle 

energy fluxes measured in the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Sauvaud and Winckler, 1980]. The 

 
Figure 4.23. Subauroral potential at 1800 MLT and 0° MLAT equatorward of the aurora as a 
function of storm phase and ASYM-H, similar to Figure 4.17. White contour lines are shown 
at 5kV intervals, and the average ASYM-H as a function of storm phase of all the storms 
considered is shown by the white line with black outline. 
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energetic particles associated with the substorm injection front can penetrate into the subauroral 

region [e.g., Sergeev, 1998]. This can enhance SAPS through increased Region 2 FACs [Zou et 

al., 2009] and lead to the development of SAID, which are mostly observed during substorms 

[Anderson et al., 1993].  

 

 

 
Figure 4.24. Windowed median of total subauroral potential drop (blue) at 1800 MLT (top) 
and 2100 MLT (bottom) as a function of time after substorm onset, and the 1st and 3rd 
quartiles (blue dashed). 
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Figure 4.24 shows the median total subauroral potential drop at 1800 and 2100 MLT throughout 

the duration of a substorm. For the time preceeding the substorm, only data preceeding a 

substorm which did not have a previous substorm onset in the last 3 hours were used. After the 

substorm onset, the potential drop is significantly enhanced. The first and third quartile range 

show that this is not due to the increased presence of SAID, which can comprise up to a 30kV 

potential drop by themselves, as the entire distribution of potentials is affected. The SAPS 

potential at both 1800 and 2100 MLT maximizes 15-20 minutes after storm onset, and slowly 

recovers to the pre-substorm magnitude over the next three hours. The change in the SAPS 

potential is not as pronounced at 2100 MLT, where the latitudinally broad, low-amplitude SAPS 

field is of a lower magntiude.  

 

Figure 4.25 shows latitudinal profiles of the median subauroral potential at 1800 MLT for 

different times after substorm onset. The SAPS electric field both grows wider in latitude and 

larger in magnitude during substorms. It is reasonable to conclude that the latitudinally broad, 

 
Figure 4.25. Windowed median of the subauroral potential as a function of MLAT 
equatorward of the aurora at 1800 MLT for different times after substorm onset. 
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low amplitude SAPS field, of which the median subauroral potential is representational, is both 

affected by the substorm particle injection into the inner magnetosphere and the enhanced 

convection associated with geomagnetic storms. Considering isolated substorms occuring outside 

of a storm may elucidate the relationship of SAPS with substorms and storms. 

 

These two storm-time SAPS models, organized by the instantaneous SYM-H or the storm 

minimum SYM-H, capture the storm time variation better than a SAPS model based on SYM-H 

or ASYM-H alone. Near the end of the main phase and beginning of the recovery phase, SAPS 

are stronger than other times during storms, even when binning by SYM-H or ASYM-H. The 

variation of the SAPS electric field in MLT and MLAT in these storm time models is not 

considerably different from the AE based model described in Section 4.1. Without storm phase 

information, AE best correlates with the SAPS potential, and we recommend using the AE based 

model for general usage. This model, however, will not completely capture the storm time 

variation, which can be modelled using these models by either providing a SYM-H or ASYM-H 

storm time profile, or the minimum SYM-H reached during a storm. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Inclusion of SAPS Model into a Global Convection Model 

A global convection electric field model which includes the SAPS associated electric fields 

could be used as an input to thermosphere or plasmasphere models to study the effect SAPS have 

on those systems. The median subauroral potential behavior, which is more representative of the 

latitudinally broad SAPS electric field, would thus be explicitly included. This would require 

some sort of blending of the electric field model with an already existing global convection field 

pattern [e.g., Weimer, 2001], placing the subauroral electric fields at the MLAT given by the 

model of the equatorward boundary of the aurora. For instance, the auroral boundary model 

gives the average MLAT of the equatorward boundary at all MLTs for different magnetic 

activity levels. This divides the global ionosphere into two regions (poleward and equatorward of 

this boundary). The electric field in the subauroral region could be set by a particular SAPS 

model and the global convection model sets the field in the poleward region. In some region in 

between the two can be linearly combined in a way which enforces continuity of the electric 

potential.  

 

This would work in principle, as a global convection pattern is simply smoothing over the 

subauroral region which can change in latitude significantly based on difference in the latitude of 

the auroral boundary within a particular Kp activity bin. Earlier than dusk, the latitudinally broad 

SAPS electric field appears as a smooth extension of the convection electric field poleward of 
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the equatorward boundary (see Figure 4.11). However, any blending of the potentials near pre-

midnight where the SAPS electric field can be larger than the auroral electric field would 

decrease the electric field at the equatorward portion of the aurora. Any simple technique of 

blending the two models might produce an unrealistic electric potential model in the blending 

region. The electric field just poleward of the subauroral region should, in principle, be lower 

due to the smearing of the subauroral region, however the blending technique could even result 

in anti-sunward flow just poleward of the aurora if there is a large discrepancy in the subauroral 

model and the global convection model. Another complication comes from considering the 

auroral precipitation model, a common input into thermospheric models for calculating the 

ionization rate. This may produce an unrealistic thermosphere model if the electron precipitation 

in the precipitation model does not match up with the zero-energy electron boundary model. 

Combining both electric potential models, the auroral boundary model, and a particular auroral 

precipitation model in a way which is consistent and realistic is not a trivial problem.  

 

A possible solution may be to substitute the equatorward boundaries of an auroral precipitation 

model for the auroral boundary model that we have developed. To combine a convection electric 

field with the SAPS field, spherical harmonics might be fit to an even grid of data produced for 

the auroral zone and polar cap by a convection field model and the subauroral region by our 

SAPS model. If a gap without data points to be fit is left in between our model and the 

convection model (for instance, 0-4 degrees poleward of the equatorward boundary of electron 

precipitation), then a spherical harmonics fit might adequately interpolate between the two 

models. The added benefit to this approach is that the regions of low DMSP data coverage near 
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midnight and noon will also be interpolated through. There is also a certain leeway from 

combining an AE based auroral boundary model and a Kp based convection model. An 

“effective” AE which best matches these models may be appropriate. 

 

Blending the electric potentials rather than the electric fields ensures that the resulting electric 

field is curl-free, conserving magnetic flux. However, another possible solution is to raise the 

electric potential poleward of the subauroral region by an amount which would make the 

potential continuous between the two regions. It could then be assumed that the additional 

sunward flow in the subauroral region is balanced by anti-sunward flow over the polar cap, and 

the potential added in the subauroral region could be subtracted from the polar cap. Any 

modification of the polar flow may not affect an application of the model to a study of the inner 

magnetosphere or the mid-latitude ionosphere. 

 

5.2 Statistical SAID study 

Because DMSP and DE 2 simultaneously measure plasma density, ion drifts, and plasma 

composition, they are both appropriate for studying the coupling of the ionosphere with the 

magnetosphere within SAID events. He et al. [2014] studied the occurrence frequency statistics 

of SAID using a database which includes 18,226 manually identified SAID events in DMSP 

observations from 1987-2012. This showed that SAID were most likely to occur during 

magnetically disturbed conditions from 2100-2200 MLT (see Figure 4.3) with a maximum 

occurrence frequency of 7%, and showed that SAID occurred more frequently near the spring 

and fall equinoxes (see Figure 4.12). This is presumably related to the increased likelihood of 
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substorm activity during equinox because of an increase in the “effective” southward IMF 

[Russell and McPherron, 1973]. Using the same database, Zhang et al. [2015] characterized the 

hemispherical asymmetry in SAID occurrence frequency (accounting for the DMSP satellites’ 

orbital characteristics). Although the SAID width was found to increase towards dusk for both 

hemispheres, SAID were less likely to be found in the northern hemisphere but had larger 

westward drifts associated with stronger subauroral FAC. 

 

SAID are typically found colocated with, or overlapping, a mid-latitude trough. Often the trough 

is as narrow as the SAID (~1-2° MLAT), which is narrower than the typical stagnation trough 

which may occur regardless of magnetic activity due to the confluence of the convection and co-

rotation electric field. However this density signature is not always seen in DMSP observations 

at ~840 km. Figure 5.1 shows three examples of SAID observed by DMSP. The top figure shows 

a SAID with a colocated density trough and reduced ion temperature. The middle figure shows a 

SAID without any density signature, but increased ion temperature, and the bottom figure shows 

a SAID with a density and ion temperature enhancement. While all three examples show upward 

vertical flows on the order of ~100s of m/s, this is not always what is observed by DMSP. Often 

the colocation of SAID with an ion trough or the lack of any variation in the ion density in 

DMSP measurements is cited as being supporting evidence of a current-generator or voltage-

generator mechanism [e.g., Horvath and Lovell, 2017]. 
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Figure 5.1. Latitudinal profiles of the horizontal and vertical drifts, density, and ion 
temperature of a SAID with an ion trough (top), a SAID without an ion density signature 
(middle), and a SAID with an ion density enhancement (bottom). The dashed black line is 
the auroral boundary. 
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Modeling of the effect a SAID electric field has on the ionosphere has shown that enhanced 

recombination decreases the ion density at low altitudes, and that ion frictional heating increases 

the ion temperature by thousands of K in the top-side ionosphere [Sellek et al., 1991; 1992;  

Heelis et al., 1992]. The increase plasma pressure drives upward ion drifts above the F-peak, and 

downward below it. The combination of enhanced recombination and vertical plasma flow acts 

to reduce the ion density near the F-peak, but can actually enhance it at high enough altitudes. 

This is shown in Figure 5.2, taken from Sellek et al. [1992], which shows the O+ concentration at 

two different altitudes as a function of time elapses since applying a SAID electric field over an 

ionospheric flux tube. At 300 km, near the F-peak, the density is reduced before slowly 

recovering, and at 1000km, the density is enhanced before slowly recovering. 

 

 
Figure 5.2. O+ concentration at two altitudes (300 and 1000 km) of a modeled ionospheric 
flux tube as a function of time elapsed since the application of a SAID-like electric field 
[Sellek et al., 1992]. 
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Heelis et al. [1993] performed a similar simulation and found that the vertical structure does not 

reach a new equilibrium until 10-20 minutes after applying a SAID electric field. Figure 5.3 

shows the O+ temperature and field-aligned velocity for their model at different altitudes. Until 

the new equilibrium is reached, large upward field-aligned flows are seen at high altitudes. 

 

Using the database used by He et al. [2014] provided to us by Dr. He along with ~200 SAID 

events that we manually identified in DE 2 measurements it is possible to elucidate the statistical 

characteristics of SAID. DE 2 made subauororal drift measurements at altitudes ranging from 

 
Figure 5.3. O+ temperature (top) and field-aligned velocity (bottom) at various altitudes of a 
modeled ionospheric flux tube as a function of time elapsed since the application of a SAID-
like electric field [Heelis et al., 1993]. 
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200-1000km. This is important to understand the relationship of SAID with ionospheric 

conductance and the midlatitude trough. DMSP satellites simultaneously measure SAID drifts 

and ion densities at ~840 km, but it is unclear how well correlated a ionospheric trough at 840 

km would be with the flux-tube integrated conductance.  

 

Using the substorm onset database identified in the SuperMAG SML index, SAID can be studied 

as a function of time after substorm onset. If SAID are generated by substorm processes (either 

enhanced FACs from injected ions or a more complicated process such as described by Mishin 

[2013], whereby a substorm plasma injection is short-circuited at the plasmapause), the time 

after substorm onset should indicate how long a flux-tube has been entrained within the SAID  

electric field before reaching a new ionospheric equilibrium. Figure 5.4 shows a histogram of 

SAID occurrences as a function of time after substorm onset, reaffirming the relationship of 

SAID and substorms. Figure 5.5 shows histograms of SAID occurrence frequencies as a function 

of time after substorm onset for SAID events observed from 1800-1900 MLT and 2100-2200  

 
Figure 5.4. SAID occurrence frequency as a function of time after substorm onset. SAID are 
phenomena deeply associated with substorm processes. 
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MLT. From the similar histograms it is clear that the timing is not MLT dependent, and that a 

SAID channel is much more likely to be observed after substorm onset, maximizing in 

occurrence rate 10-20 minutes after onset, from at least dusk to pre-midnight. Figure 5.6 shows 

the probability that a SAID is tracked by a similar signature in the ion density for the SAID 

events measured by DE 2 as a function of altitude. For altitudes ranging from 200-400km, near 

 
Figure 5.5. SAID occurrence frequency as a function of time after substorm onset for 18-19 
hours MLT (left) and 21-22 hours MLT (right).  

 
Figure 5.6. Occurrence frequency of SAID identified by DE 2 being coincident with a 
similarly shaped ion density trough as a function of altitude. This coincidence decreases from 
73.6% near the F-peak to 24.6% near DMSP altitudes. 
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the ionospheric F-peak, where the ionospheric density should reasonably track the flux-tube  

integrated Pederson conductance, SAID are observed to coincide with a deep ionospheric trough 

74% of the time. From 700-1000km altitude, within which all DMSP observations are made, 

SAID are only observed to coincide with an ionospheric trough 25% of the time. This implies 

that the ion density at DMSP altitudes does not necessarily (or often) track the F-region density 

or the flux-tube averaged conductance during SAID events. 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the occurrence frequency that SAID events observed by DMSP at ~840 km 

coincided with a density trough as a function of MLT. This coincidence rate is maximal at 1800 

MLT and minimal near midnight. Likewise, the occurrence rate of finding a density 

enhancement is the highest near midnight, and the lowest near 1800 MLT. One possible 

interpretation of this is that flux tubes at 1800 MLT have a higher chance of having been within 

 
Figure 5.7. Occurrence frequency of SAID being observed by DMSP coinciding with a density 
trough (red), density enhancement (blue), or neither (black) as a function of MLT. 
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the SAID channel for longer, allowing more time for equilibration of the ionospheric vertical 

structure.  

 

Figure 5.8 shows the occurrence frequency of SAID observed by DE 2 coinciding with upward 

or downward vertical ion flows as a function of altitude, with an increasing chance to find 

upward ion flows at greater altitudes, in agreement with the simulations of Sellek et al. [1992] 

and Heelis et al. [1993]. Enhanced ion recombination lowers F-region densities, thus lowering 

the pressure gradient, and could drive downward vertical flow, whereas ion heating increases the 

pressure gradient and drives upward flows.  

 

Figure 5.9 shows the SAID vertical ion drifts (nearly field-aligned) for SAID events observed by 

DMSP versus the MLT in which they were observed. Although MLT explains little of the 

 
Figure 5.8. Occurrence frequency of vertical ion drifts within SAID identified by DE 2 as a 
function of altitude. Upward flows become more likely the higher in altitude.  
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variance, the median SAID upward vertical flows are several 100s m/s larger near midnight than 

the minimum near 2000 MLT. This also comports with simulations. If a flux tube entrained 

within the SAID flow channel enters near midnight and then begins to undergo a change in its 

vertical structure towards a new equilibrium (as in Figure 5.2 and 5.3), the vertical flows should 

decrease in time, and thus decrease towards dusk. 

 

These results indicate that SAID cannot be understood through instantaneous in situ observations 

with regards to density measurements made at a single instance. Determing the reliance of the 

SAID electric field on the ionospheric conductivity with satellite measurements must take into 

account the time history of the flux tubes entrained in the SAID channel.  

 

Another question that could be addressed is the hemispheric asymmetry reported by Zhang et al. 

[2015]. If SAID are hemispherically conjugate, and are dependant on the flux-tube integrated 

 
Figure 5.9. Vertical ion drifts versus MLT for DMSP identified SAID events. The windowed 
median is shown in red. 
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conductance over both hemispheres, then it is possible to have a SAID occur due to a 

ionospheric trough in one hemisphere which is not present in the other. In fact, we were able to 

find many SAID which occurred with a SZA less than 90°, which implies this possibility. 

Alternatively, it could imply that SAID act as a voltage-generated electric field, or is generated 

by some other mechanism [e.g., Mishin, 2013].  

 

The database of >500,000 subauroral passes by DMSP and DE 2 allow a study of not only the 

statistics of SAID/SAPS, but also to investigate very atypical subauroral phenomena. For 

instance, atypical SAID (ASAID) are rapid eastward subauroral drifts found in the subauroral 

region. Liléo et al. [2010] studied the statistics of 23 ASAID observed by Astrid-2, a polar 

orbiting satellite at 1000km altitude which flew from December 1998 to July 1999. They found 

the 23 events occurred between 2300 and 0300 MLT, whereas Voiculescu and Roth [2008] 

originally observed two ASAID events by DMSP F15 between 2000-2200 MLT. Voiculescu and 

Roth [2008] hypothesized that they were relatively rare due to the rare conditions required for the 

generation mechanism they proposed. Astrid-2 flew for only 4 months, but with the entire DMSP 

database a better accounting of the occurrence statistics of ASAID may be developed, which 

should help address the possible generation mechanism. Another similar concern which may be 

addressed is the geomagnetic conditions required for the relatively rare SAPS which reach all the 

way to dawn [Foster and Vo, 2002].  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have created an empirical model of the subauroral potential parameterized by MLT, MLAT, 

season, and hemisphere, which is representative of SAPS in the duskside ionosphere during 

periods of geomagnetic disturbance. In order to do this, we have also created an empirical model 

of the equatorward edge of the auroral boundary. We have found that the equatorward boundary 

of the diffuse aurora is best described by a weighted average of the AE index followed closely by 

the solar wind coupling function 𝑑Φhi/𝑑𝑡, both of which outperform the often used Kp index, 

as determined by the percent variance of the boundary latitudes explained. We have also found a 

semiannual seasonal variation of the equatorward auroral boundary such that near the equinoxes 

the boundary is more equatorward than near the solstices. Using conjunction events in which two 

DMSP satellites encountered the equatorward boundary of the aurora at nearly the same time, we 

have shown that these models were more effective at extrapolating the auroral boundary than 

several previous models, including the boundary model created from DMSP particle 

precipitation data used to calculate the Auroral Boundary Index [Madden and Gussenhoven, 

1990].  

 

The SAPS model, along with being in broad agreement with previous statistical efforts (Foster 

and Vo, 2002; Wang et al., 2008; Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri et al., 2017), shows for the first 

time the seasonal SAPS variation. It also shows that SAPS are statistically symmetric in both 

hemispheres at each season. The latitudinal profile of the median SAPS electric field is MLT 
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dependant, with changes in the electric field gradient at the auroral boundary and secondary 

maxima that are only present in certain local times. This model supports the hypothesis that the 

latitudinally broad, low amplitude SAPS electric field is a current driven phenomenon, that is 

magnetically conjugate between hemispheres despite the hemispheric asymmetry of the 

ionospheric conductivity. 

 

We have also developed two storm-time SAPS models, organized by the instantaneous SYM-H 

or the storm minimum SYM-H. These models capture the storm time variation better than a 

SAPS model based on SYM-H or ASYM-H alone. SAPS grow approximately with SYM-H, 

maximizing at the end of the main phase, before recovering throughout the recovery phase. 

However, SAPS near the end of the main phase and beginning of the recovery phase are stronger 

than other times during storms at comparable values of SYM-H or ASYM-H.  

 

This analysis and the models produced provide a more realistic empirical account of SAPS than 

current global empirical convection models currently provide, and improve on existing SAPS 

models. Several novel results have been discovered, and previous results have been reaffirmed 

statistically. This work adds to the continuing efforts to understand the dynamics of the 

subauroral region. 
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